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Welcome! 

 

Dear Colleagues,  

On behalf of the Organising Committee, we would like to welcome you to The 4th Symposium 
on Distributed Ledger Technology that will be held at Brisbane, Australia on 10 December 
2019. Building on the success of the previous symposia, this event will cover technical, legal, 
regulatory, business and societal aspects of the innovative technology and its applications.    

The SDLT 2019 program features two keynote addresses, technical sessions, lightning talk 
session, and a panel discussion. We have a great line-up of speakers and registered 
participants, who are some of the world leading researchers and practitioners in this area 
from academia and industry.  

The CFP received excellent response from around the world, with high quality accepted 
papers. We thank all the authors of the submitted papers and the reviewers for their insightful 
review comments.  

This forum provides an excellent opportunity for sharing the latest development on the 
promise of enabling ‘new deals on data’ from different angles, and for collaborating on future 
projects.  

We thank all the sponsors, who generously supported to ensure this event is a success.  
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Keynote Speech 1  



 

Economic Identity in a Digital Economy 

Prof Jason Potts, Director, RMIT Blockchain Innovation Hub, RMIT University 

 

Abstract: 

The quality of identity affects the ability of firms to product-quality discriminate through the 
coproduction of identity and data. Government supply of identity (and regulatory constraints on the 
private supply of identity) induces a low-quality identity equilibrium, harming consumer welfare and 
distorting industry competition (specifically, inducing horizontal mergers). We argue that blockchain 
technology using zero knowledge proofs can disrupt this bad equilibrium by facilitating privacy 
without secrecy. 

 

 

Bio: Jason Potts is Professor of Economics in the School of Economics, Finance and Marketing at 
RMIT University, and Director of the Blockchain Innovation Hub, the first social science research 
institute on Blockchain in the world. Dr Potts is a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences of 
Australia and one of Australia’s leading economists on economic growth, innovation and institutions, 
and on the economics of cities, culture and creative industries. He is editor of the Journal of 
Institutional Economics. His latest books are Innovation Commons (OUP) and Understanding the 
Blockchain Economy (Elgar). 

 

 

 

 

Keynote Speech 2  



 

How to Build a Government Ecosystem using Blockchain 
Technology 

Katrina Donaghy, CEO and Co-Founder, Civic Ledger 

 

Abstract: 

In this practical discussion, Katrina will step through five important considerations when working 
with government to solve problems where blockchain technology has advantages over legacy 
systems. These five points for discussion are based on her three-plus years experience co-creating 
project and products with all levels of government in Australia. 

 

 

Bio: Katrina Donaghy is the Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder of Civic Ledger, a multi-award 
winning Australian GovTech start-up helping governments to be more efficient, effective, accessible 
and transparent in an ever-increasing digital society. Prior to founding Civic Ledger, Katrina was a 
career bureaucrat spanning 20+ years in both state and local government in Australia working in the 
areas of strategy, program delivery and revenue optimisation to improve the customer experience 
with government. 
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Multi-Factor Authentication using an Enterprise
Ethereum Blockchain

David Hyland-Wood

PegaSys, ConsenSys and

School of ITEE, The University of Queensland
Brisbane, Australia

david.wood@consensys.net

Abstract—A method is presented to use an Enterprise
Ethereum blockchain with particular configuration and the
addition of smart contracts as a multi-factor authentication or
multi-party authorisation device to protect command channels
from cybersecurity exploitation. The general approach has been
previously discussed in the context of spacecraft control. We
believe this work to be generally applicable to many enterprise
scenarios, such as whenever a command execution would be
difficult to roll back (e.g. permanent erasure of data, control
of critical infrastructure, large monetary transfers, or weapons
release).

Index Terms—blockchain, Ethereum, cybersecurity, authenti-
cation, authorisation

I. INTRODUCTION

Existing enterprise information systems are widely acknowl-

edged to be vulnerable to many forms of cybersecurity attacks

[1], [2]. Such vulnerabilities are particularly dangerous when

compromised networks and user accounts are used to issue

commands that would be difficult or impossible to roll back.

Obvious examples include permanent erasure of data, control

of critical infrastructure, large monetary transfers, or weapons

release.

The author’s research team has recently proposed a means

of securing spacecraft command pathways using a blockchain

[3]. Specifically, that work determined that a consensus algo-

rithm with immediate finality should be used (IBFT 2.0 [4]

was chosen), and suggested a read-only relationship between

a remote device and a verifying blockchain. However, the

approach can be generalised to any information technology

system, regardless of the specific command pathway or type

of asset being commanded.

Encryption of command pathways to remote devices is

surprisingly uncommon. One recent industry survey found

just 45% of surveyed enterprises “have an encryption strategy

applied consistently across their enterprise.” [5] The same

survey found an even smaller percentage (28%) encrypt IoT

devices. This rather unfortunate state of affairs suggests the

need for additional means of securing communication to edge

devices.

II. METHOD

Two possible ways to secure command communication may

be borrowed from experiences with securing cloud computing

and weapons systems: multi-factor authentication and multi-

party authorisation. Either may be used to secure edge devices

by using call-backs to acquire external information for verifi-

cation of a command prior to its execution.

Multi-factor authentication is used to ensure that a user is

who they say they are. For example, one may provide creden-

tials to log onto a bank’s IT systems, and then subsequently

be asked to confirm this login request via an email, message

to a registered mobile phone, or use of a separate hardware

token. The second, hopefully independent, confirmation of the

user’s identity significantly increases the challenges facing a

remote attacker attempting to gain unauthorised access.

Similarly, multi-party authorisation requires a separate party

to validate an operation one wishes to perform before being

allowed to proceed. In the case of a banking system, a bank

may wish to confirm an attempt to close a joint account with

any other account holders before taking action.

Fig. 1 illustrates the communication paths for simple com-

mand passing (Fig. 1a). For either the multi-factor authenti-

cation or multi-party authorisation scenarios, a separate step

may be inserted as an additional check (a confirmation of

an authentication, authorisation or both) prior to command

execution (Fig. 1b).

The use of an Enterprise Ethereum [6] blockchain as a con-

firming system allows for some interesting and useful concepts

to be employed. A blockchain is a naturally distributed system

that must come to consensus on new information in order

to operate. The addition of arbitrary smart contract execution

allows users of an Ethereum blockchain to encode whatever

business logic is appropriate for a given use case. A smart

contract may be written to require actions taken by blockchain

users, off-blockchain processes (e.g. via [7]), other smart

contracts, or any combination thereof. There is no theoretical

limit to the business logic that may be so encoded (although

implementations clearly have many practical limitations, e.g.

inability of hardware or operating system to execute business

logic with high algorithmic complexity).

For example, a smart contract may be written so a command

destined for an edge device will not be validated by the

contract until an authenticated user confirms their identity via

a separate communications path (multi-factor authentication)

or multiple authenticated users confirm the command’s validity

(multi-party authorisation). Commands may also be checked

for correctness of form (syntax), usefulness in an operational

context, or any other automated checks that may be encoded

in a smart contract.

Adjusting edge device software to read from a remote

system prior to command execution should require minimal

changes for those systems that allow for remote software

updates. The bulk of the work to implement multi-factor

authentication and/or multi-party authorisation would fall to
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Fig. 1. Options for command execution

a blockchain, where it can be more easily reached, extended,

maintained and managed.

Implementation of additional computation, communication,

implementation, etc, for the purpose of improving cyberse-

curity is often and rightly viewed as an economic cost. It is

therefore important to note that a spectrum of options exist

to improve the security of edge device call-backs so that the

level of protection is proportional to the perceived risk, i.e.

the probability of the attack and the expected consequences

or impact of such an attack. Reading a command verification

from a blockchain may be itself sufficient to protect against

a single account disclosure, but only if the communication

channel is secure and the blockchain node returning the

information is not in itself compromised. Security could be

improved by (e.g.) having an edge device query more than

one node on the blockchain, using a so-called trusted oracle

to cryptographically sign a command verification at the smart

contract, using some verifiable computing scheme to produce a

proof that the command verification has actually been included

in the blockchain and cannot be removed (except, perhaps,

with negligible probability). It would also be possible in cases

where sufficient computing power exists on an edge device to

run a “light” blockchain client. A light client would allow an

edge device to directly verify the Merkle path to a command

verification.

Fig. 2 illustrates a complete multi-factor authentication and

multi-party authorisation example. The steps are followed in

alphabetical order:

a) An operator proposes a command to be sent to an edge

device;

b) Some number of automated processes (zero or more)

confirm command syntax and perhaps applicability in the

operational context;

c) Some number of humans (zero or more) confirm the

command should proceed;

d) The smart contract sets the entry of the command ap-

proval table associated with the hash of the command to

the Boolean value True;

e) The operator sends the command to the edge device;

f) The edge device hashes the command and verifies that

the entry of the approval table associated with the hash

is set to True using one of the techniques listed above;

and

g) Finally, the edge device executes the command if and

only if the command verification was successful.

It is worth noting the blockchain nodes come to consensus

after each write to the smart contract.

Fig. 2. MFA and MPA backed by a blockchain

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

A high-level and general method was presented to perform

multi-factor authentication and/or multi-party authorisation

using an Enterprise Ethereum blockchain. Following the more

complete work in [3], an IBFT 2.0 consensus algorithm was

suggested, along with smart contracts to implement the desired

functionality.

The key benefit of this approach is to provide a much

higher level of authentication and/or authorisation security.

An attacker would need to gain control over an arbitrary

number of user accounts and be able to use those accounts

to perform actions on the blockchain in order to confirm

an inappropriate command. This approach can reduce the

likelihood of command exploitation, but not denial of service

attacks, against remote systems with limited, or adjustable,

overhead proportional to the perceived or actual risk of com-

mand execution..

Our next step is to implement this approach in the Solidity

smart contract language on a private Enterprise Ethereum

blockchain and analyse its behaviour to determine any prac-

tical scaling or security issues. We will need to determine all

mitigated and remaining attack vectors.
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Abstract—Energy efficiency and the adoption of renewable
energy sources (RES)are some of the proven approaches em-
ployed to reduce carbon emissions. Application of blockchain in
distributed energy trading (DET) systems has brought potential
solutions in tracking adoption of RES and energy efficiency
efforts from generation, distribution, to consumption processes.
However, theses blockchain-based DETs faces processing over-
heads, security and privacy issues. This paper proposes En-
ergyPie: a unified market model based on blockchain and
hypergraph. EnergyPie market model aims to preserve data
security and privacy, and distribute trust while ensuring platform
efficiency.

Index Terms—blockchain, hypergraph, distributed energy
trading, decarbonisation

I. INTRODUCTION

Human activities related to greenhouse gas emissions are

estimated to have raised the average global surface temperature

by 1.0◦C. The International Panel on Climate Change estimate

it to reach 1.5◦C between 2030 and 2052 if current daily emis-

sion rate of 408 parts per million continues. On the flip side,

the European Union (EU), predicts reaching zero-emission by

2040 [1] if we build new carbon-neutral infrastructure, curtail

the use of fossil fuel, model decarbonization pathways through

policies and government subsidies, and promote adoption of

renewable energy sources (RES).

In the last decade, the emergence of RES prosumers

(producers-and-consumers) has transformed energy generation

and trading patterns from centralized to distributed. Addi-

tionally, the government has introduced policies aimed at

increasing the adoption of RES with predominant ones being

solar feed-in tariffs popular in Australia and net-metering

popular in EU countries [2]. However, renewable 2019 global

status report [3] indicates that those countries with set emission

reduction targets failed to meet them for the year 2019. In

addition to adoption of RES we need policies and systems that

promote energy efficiency in buildings, transport, and power

sectors.

To improve efficiency in these sectors, blockchain [4] tech-

nology has recently been adopted in the development of dis-

tributed energy trading (DET) systems designed to spearhead

decarbonization due to its salient features of decentralized

trust, immutability, and transparency in tracking emissions.

However, these systems suffer from lack of interoperability,

poor scalability, and high processing overheads owing to issues

such as limited bandwidth, sharing restriction, and privacy

restrictions. Consequently, there are two key challenges that

need to be addressed: (i) Double counting - where a renew-

able energy certificate (REC) issued for a kilowatt hour of

renewable energy is traded more than once in separate tracking

systems; (ii) Data privacy - since data in blockchain-based

trading networks is replicated to all node for provenance this

significant reduces confidentiality.

In this work, we investigate the use of blockchain and

hypergraphs [5] to design an inter-operable clustered energy

trading blockchain with separate data vectors for tracking

emissions in the energy sector to avoid double counting and

ensure data privacy. The primary objective of this clustered

network structure is to deliver distributed trust through multi-

ple validation points, privacy and scalability by reducing the

number of nodes storing each transaction and transparency by

ensuring interoperability between clusters to eliminate double

counting. To achieve this goal, we propose a relational market

structure detailing the clustering process, secure exchanges

between clusters and data privacy techniques used.

II. TOOLS AND METHODS

A. Blockchain

A blockchain is a distributed ledger technology (DLT) com-

prised of a suite of technologies. These DLTs are increasingly

been used to coordinate decentralized trust in P2P networks,

offering security and transparency by taking advantage of their

salient properties of distribution, provenance, immutability

and transparency [6]. These properties are embedded in its

constituent components: the distributed ledger, cryptographic

protocols, and consensus protocol.

B. Hypergraphs

The most common conception of a graph connects two

objects with an edge between them modeled as a pairwise re-

lationship, such networks are known as peer-to-peer networks.

In discrete mathematics, a hypergraph is the most general

concept of a system with finite set and form, which groups

multiple nodes into sets hyperedges. Here one edge connects

more than two nodes to model relationships among multiple

entities or participants in a network [5]. Usually denoted as



H = (V,E), where V is a finite set of vertices or nodes and

E is a hyperedge set − subsets of vertices.

Hypergraph based solutions have been proposed in several

use cases such as partitioning in modeled social networks

to ease scaling problem [7], in neural networks framework

for data representation through high-order correlation learning

[8], and drawing complex relationships beyond pairs in linear

connectivity problems [9] such as DNA matching.

III. ENERGYPIE

Combining the two technologies in Section II, we design

and implement EnergyPie − a unified market model for

distributed energy trading based on the proposed relational

market structure concepts. Our aim is to realize the following

three main design goals.

First, distributed trust. Currently, energy trading in P2P

networks shown in Fig. 1(a) is characterized by multi-bilateral

transaction exchanges of heterogeneous energy commodities

or assets among participants. Each trade relationship is pair-

wise as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and thus for a replay attack,

the same commodity could be transferred to more than one

party in different tracking systems. In the unified networks

Fig. 1(c), we use hyperedges to represent different blockchain

networks referred to as sub-chains interacting together to track

cross-asset transfers in the EnergyPie system. To facilitate

cross-chains transfers we use nodes at the intersection of sub-

chains referred to as adjacent nodes to validate cross-chains

transactions since they are considered to be participate in both

sub-chains forming a unified system.

(a) P2P market (b) Pairwise interaction

(c) Unified market (d) Relational interaction

Fig. 1. Energy markets

Secondly, we ensure platform performance and scalability.

In blockchain-based P2P market models, each trade transaction

is validated and recorded by all network participants where the

consensus mechanism requires 51% of the participants to agree

on it. However, the untrustworthy threshold of a transaction in

private blockchains is much lower [10] as we require only up

to 10% failed invalidation responses to consider a transaction

nontrustworthy. We adopt association rules using support and

confidence constraints [11] to determine transaction endorse-

ment, validation, and storage thresholds. This significantly

reduces processing costs and communication overheads.

Lastly, we ensure data security and privacy. Data in

blockchain-based DET systems is replicated on each par-

ticipant’s nodes. Although data on private blockchains is

encrypted, brute force attacks could compromise data con-

fidentiality in such systems. We use hyperedges, association

rules thresholds and secure multiparty computation techniques

to validate and store encrypted transaction data on a subset of

nodes. These techniques allow cross sub-chains computations

on encrypted transaction data without compromising its in-

tegrity.

IV. FUTURE WORK

We are currently in the process of implementing and testing

the EnergyPie market model to simulate relational trades

among participants in buildings, transport, power and industry

sectors. In our future work we extend the market model to

include an energy efficiency tariff that will capture the end-

users’ effort in energy efficiency to curtail use of fossil fuels.

The tariff will aim to reward green energy consumption and

carbon abatement efforts using a reputation metric.
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Application Level Authentication for Ethereum
Private Blockchain Atomic Crosschain Transactions
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Abstract—Atomic Crosschain Transaction technology allows
composable programming across private Ethereum blockchains.
It allows for inter-contract and inter-blockchain function calls
that are both synchronous and atomic: if one part fails, the
whole call graph of function calls is rolled back. Traditional
Ethereum contract functions can limit which accounts can call
them by specialised application program logic. This is important
as it allows application developers to specify which callers can
execute functions that update contract state. In this paper we
introduce the strategy required to restrict which contracts on one
blockchain can call a function in a contract that is deployed on
another blockchain. We show that validating the Originating
Blockchain Id (the blockchain the crosschain function call
started on), From Blockchain Id, and From Account pro-
vides contracts with certainty that a function call came from a
specific contract on a specific blockchain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic Crosschain Transactions [1] for Ethereum Private

Sidechains [2] and private Ethereum blockchains allow for

inter-contract and inter-blockchain function calls that are both

synchronous and atomic. Atomic Crosschain Transactions are

special nested Ethereum transactions that include additional

fields to facilitate the atomic behaviour securely. This new

type of Ethereum transaction has great promise, but introduces

a new set of challenges.

Traditional Ethereum transactions [3] execute within a sin-

gle blockchain. For example, in Fig. 1 an Externally Owned

Account (EOA) submits a transaction that calls the function

sender in Contract A that in turn calls the function

receiver in Contract B. Contract B could be a

simple contract that holds data and has little or no business

logic. Contract A may be a complex contract that holds the

majority or all of the business logic of the application. The

business logic may need to change over time. Additionally,

like any complex software, a complex contract may have

defects which need to be resolved. The typical approach to this

scenario in a blockchain setting is to deploy a new version of

Contract A and have Contract B’s receiver func-

tion only allow calls from the newly deployed Contract A
[4]. The Solidity code that would allow this to occur is shown

in Listing 1.

On line 2 of the listing msg.sender, the address of the

contract or EOA that called this function, is compared against

a variable authorisedAddress. This value is the address

of the deployed instance of Contract A that is authorised

to call the receiver function. The transaction executing the

function call is aborted if the two values do not match. This

line of code ensures Contract B’s receiver function can

only be called by functions in an authorised deployed instance

of Contract A.

Listing 1: Application Authentication

1 function receiver() external {
2 require(msg.sender == authorisedAddress);
3 ...
4 }

The scenario for a crosschain transaction is more complex.

In Fig. 2 Contract A has been deployed to Private
Blockchain A and Contract B has been deployed to

Private Blockchain B. An EOA submits a transac-

tion that calls the function sender in Contract A on

Private Blockchain A that in turn calls the function

receiver in Contract B on Private Blockchain
B. This paper describes the application logic required to

limit function calls to the function receiver in Contract
B to only those coming from Contract A on Private
Blockchain A.

II. ATOMIC CROSSCHAIN TRANSACTIONS

A. Nested Transactions

Atomic Crosschain Transactions are nested Ethereum trans-

actions and views. Transactions are function calls that update

state. Views are function calls that return a value but do not

update state. Fig. 3 shows a EOA calling a function funcA1
in contract conA1 on blockchain Private Blockchain
A. This function in turn calls function funcB, that in turn calls

functions funcC and funcA2, each on separate blockchains.

Fig. 1: Traditional Transaction Function Call within One

Blockchain

Fig. 2: Crosschain Transaction Function Call across Two

Blockchains
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Fig. 3: Originating Transaction containing Two Nested Subor-

dinate Transactions and a Subordinate View

Fig. 4: Nested Transactions and Views

The transaction submitted by the EOA is called the Originating
Transaction. The transactions that the Originating Transaction

causes to be submitted are called Subordinate Transactions.

Subordinate Views may also be triggered. In Fig. 3, a Sub-

ordinate View is used to call funcC. This function returns a

value to funcB.

Fig. 4 shows the nested structure of the Atomic Crosschain

Transaction. The EOA user first creates the signed Subordi-

nate View for Private Blockchain C, contract conC,

function funcC and the signed Subordinate Transaction

for Private Blockchain A, contract conA2, function

funcA2. They then create the signed Subordinate Transac-

tion for Private Blockchain B, contract conB, func-

tion funcB, and include the signed Subordinate Transac-

tion and View. Finally, they sign the Originating Transaction

for Private Blockchain A, contract conA1, function

funcA1, including the signed Subordinate Transactions and

View.

When the EOA submits the Originating Transaction to a

node, the node processes the transaction using the algorithm

shown in Listing 2. If the transaction includes any Subordinate

Views, they are dispatched and their results are cached (Lines

1 to 3). The function is then executed (Lines 4 to 17). If a

Subordinate Transaction function call is encountered, the node

checks that the parameter values passed to the Subordinate

Transaction function call match the parameter values in the

signed Subordinate Transaction (Lines 6 to 8). If a Subordinate

View function call is encountered, the node checks that the

parameters passed to the Subordinate View function call match

the parameter values in the signed Subordinate View (Lines 9

and 10). The cached values of the results of the Subordinate

View function calls are then returned to the executing code

(Line 11). If the execution has completed without error, then

each of the signed Subordinate Transactions is submitted to a

node on the appropriate blockchain (Nodes 18 to 20).

Listing 2: Originating or Subordinate Transaction Processing

1 For All Subordinate Views {
2 Dispatch Subordinate Views & cache results
3 }
4 Trial Execution of Function Call {
5 While Executing Code {
6 If Subordinate Transaction function called {
7 check expected & actual parameters match.
8 }
9 Else If Subordinate View function is called {

10 check expected & actual parameters match
11 return cached results to code
12 }
13 Else {
14 Execute Code As Usual
15 }
16 }
17 }
18 For All Subordinate Transactions {
19 Submit Subordinate Transactions
20 }

B. Blockchain Signing and Threshold Signatures

BLS Threshold Signatures [5], [6] combines the ideas of

threshold cryptography [7] with Boneh-Lynn-Shacham(BLS)

signatures [8], and uses a Pedersen commitment scheme [9]

to ensure verifiable secret sharing. The scheme allows any M
validator nodes of the total N validator nodes on a blockchain

to sign messages in a distributed way such that the private

key shares do not need to be assembled to create a signature.

Each validator node creates a signature share by signing the

message using their private key share. Any M of the total N
signature shares can be combined to create a valid signature.

Importantly, the signature contains no information about which

nodes signed, or what the threshold number of signatures (M)

needed to create the signature is.

The Atomic Crosschain Transaction system uses BLS

Threshold Signatures to prove that information came from

a specific blockchain. For example, in Fig. 3, nodes on

Private Blockchain B can be certain of results re-

turned by a node on Private Blockchain C for the

function call to funcC, as the results are threshold signed

by the validator nodes on Private Blockchain C. Sim-

ilarly, validator nodes on Private Blockchain A can

be certain that validator nodes on Private Blockchain
B have mined the Subordinate Transaction, locked contract

conB and are holding the updated state as a provisional update

because validator nodes sign a Subordinate Transaction Ready
message indicating that the Subordinate Transaction is ready

to be committed.

C. Crosschain Coordination

Crosschain Coordination Contracts exist on Coordination
Blockchains. They allow validator nodes to determine whether

the provisional state updates related to the Originating Trans-

action and Subordinate Transactions should be committed or
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discarded. The contract is also used to determine a common

time-out for all blockchains, and as a repository of Blockchain

Public Keys.
When a user creates a Crosschain Transaction, they specify

the Coordination Blockchain and Crosschain Coordination

Contract to be used for the transaction, and the time-out for

the transaction in terms of a block number on the Coordi-

nation Blockchain. The validator node that they submit the

Originating Transaction to (the Originating Node) works with

other validator nodes on the blockchain to sign a Crosschain
Transaction Start message. This message is submitted to the

Crosschain Coordination Contract to indicate to all nodes

on all blockchains that the Crosschain Transaction has com-

menced.
When the Originating Node has received Subordinate Trans-

action Ready messages for all Subordinate Transactions, it

works with other validator nodes to create a Crosschain Trans-
action Commit message. This message is submitted to the

Crosschain Coordination Contract to indicate to all nodes on

all blockchains that the Crosschain Transaction has completed

and all provisional updates should be committed. If an error

is detected, then a Crosschain Transaction Ignore message is

created and submitted to the Crosschain Coordination Contract

to indicate to all nodes on all blockchains that the Crosschain

Transaction has failed and all provisional updates should be

discarded. Similarly, if the transaction times-out, all provi-

sional updates will be discarded.

D. Crosschain Transaction Fields
Originating Transactions, Subordinate Transactions, and

Subordinate Views contain the fields shown in Table I. Some

of the information in the standard Ethereum transaction fields

are exposed to blockchain application contract code, such as

the value field via the Solidity code msg.value. The new

extended crosschain transaction fields are made available to

blockchain application contract code via a precompile contract.
All nodes that process the transaction check that the

Coordination Blockchain Id, Crosschain Co-
ordination Contract, Crosschain Transaction
Time-out, Crosschain Transaction Id, and

Originating Blockchain Id are consistent across

the transaction or view they are processing, and the nested

Subordinate Transactions and Views. The nodes also

check that the To address and From Address, and the

blockchain identifier obtained from the V field and the From
Blockchain Id match across transactions and views.

The To address is the address of the contract containing

the function called on a blockchain. For example, the function

(f1) in contract (c1) could call a function (f2) in another

contract (c2) on the same blockchain (b1). The second contract

(c2) could call a function (f3) in a contract (c3) on another

blockchain (b2) via a Subordinate Transaction. The From
Address of the Subordinate Transaction will match the To
address of the transaction on the first blockchain (b1). This will

be the address first contract (c1). It will however, not match

the address of the second contract (c2), which is the function

that caused the Subordinate Transaction to be triggered.

III. APPLICATION AUTHENTICATION

As with traditional Ethereum transactions, the type of

application level authentication required for a Crosschain

Field Description

Standard Ethereum Transaction Fields
Nonce Per-account, per-blockchain transaction number.
GasPrice Amount offered to pay for gas for the transaction.
GasLimit Maximum gas which can be used by the transaction.
To Address of the account to send the value to, or the

address of a contract to call.
Value Amount of Ether to transfer.
Data Encoded function signature and parameter values.
V Part of the transaction digital signature & blockchain

identifier this transaction must execute on.
R Part of the transaction digital signature.
S Part of the transaction digital signature.

Additional Crosschain Transaction Fields
Type Type of crosschain transaction (e.g. Originating

Transaction)
Coordination Blockchain identifier of Coordination Blockchain to
Blockchain Id use for this transaction.
Crosschain Address of the Crosschain Coordination Contract
Coordination to use for this transaction.
Contract
Crosschain Coordination Blockchain block number when this
Transaction transaction will time out.
Time-out
Crosschain Identifies this crosschain transaction.
Transaction Id
Originating Blockchain identifier of the blockchain the
Blockchain Id Originating Node is on.
From Blockchain identifier of the blockchain that the
Blockchain Id function call executed on that resulted in this

Subordinate Transaction or View being submitted.
From To address from the transaction or view that resulted
Address in this Subordinate Transaction or View.
Subordinates List of Subordinate Transactions and Subordinate

Views that are called directly from this transaction
or view.

TABLE I: Crosschain Transaction Fields

Transaction will be application dependent.

A. No Authentication

Many functions will need no authentication at all. That is,

functions can be designed such that it is safe to execute a

transaction or return results of a view to any caller who is

able to access the function.

B. Using msg.sender or tx.origin

From the perspective of each Originating Transac-

tion, Subordinate Transaction or View, msg.sender and

tx.origin operate in the same way as a standard Ethereum

transaction. That is, if an EOA submitted a transaction that

called a function in contract A that then called a function in

contract B on the same blockchain, msg.sender for contract

B is contract A, and is the EOA for contract A. In both cases

tx.origin would be the EOA. In the context of a node pro-

cessing an Originating Transaction, Subordinate Transaction or

View, for the purposes of msg.sender and tx.origin, the

transaction or view appears as a separately signed transaction.

Given the similarities with standard Ethereum, msg.sender
and tx.origin could be used in the same way as standard

Ethereum to authenticate which EOA or contract on the same

blockchain called a function call using code similar to that

shown in Listing 1.

A key difference between standard Ethereum views and

Subordinate Views is that Subordinate Views are signed. As

such, the variables msg.sender and tx.origin can be

used within Subordinate Views, whereas they are not set in
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Fig. 5: Scenario 1: From and Originating Blockchain Untrusted

Fig. 6: Scenario 2: Originating Blockchain Untrusted

the context of normal Ethereum views (except for the case of

msg.sender when one contract calls another contract).

C. From Blockchain Id, From Address, and Originating
Blockchain Id

If a contract needs to only respond to calls from a

certain contract on a certain blockchain, then the code

in Listing 3 should be used. The code checks that

the From Blockchain Id and From Address match

the authorised blockchain and address, and checks that

the blockchains represented by From Blockchain Id
and Originating Blockchain Id are semi-trusted. By

semi-trusted it is meant that fewer than M validators oper-

ating the blockchain are Byzantine. Note that this scenario

implies the contract should allow for any msg.sender and

tx.origin.

Listing 3: Crosschain Application Authentication

1 function receiver() external {
2 address fromAddr = infoPrecompile(FROM_ADDR);
3 uint256 fromBcId = infoPrecompile(FROM_BCID);
4 uint256 origBcId = infoPrecompile(ORIG_BCID);
5 require(fromAddr == authorisedFromAddress);
6 require(fromBcId == authorisedFromBcId);
7 require(origBcId == authorisedOrigBcId);
8 ...
9 }

IV. ANALYSIS

This section analyses the appropriateness of using the

Originating Blockchain Id, From Blockchain
Id, and From Address fields as a method of authentication,

and requiring the blockchains identified by Originating
Blockchain Id and From Blockchain Id be semi-

trusted. Figures 5 to 8 show four possible scenarios. The

participant could not trust the blockchains represented by

Originating Blockchain Id, From Blockchain
Id (scenario 1, Figure 5), just semi-trust the From
Blockchain Id or Originating Blockchain Id

1Semi-trusted is defined as having fewer than M Byzantine validator node
on a blockchain.

Fig. 7: Scenario 3: From Blockchain Untrusted

Fig. 8: Scenario 4: From and Originating Blockchain Semi-

Trusted1

(scenario 2, Figure 6 and scenario 3, Figure 7), or semi-

trust both blockchains (scenario 4, Figure 8). In the figures,

the Originating Blockchain is the blockchain identified by the

Originating Blockchain Id, the From Blockchain is

the blockchain identified by the From Blockchain Id,

and the Executing Blockchain is the blockchain executing the

transaction that contains the application level authentication

logic.

A. Scenario 1

If neither the Originating Blockchain or the From

Blockchain are trusted, then a nefarious actor operating the

validator nodes on the blockchains could maliciously construct

a Subordinate Transaction and submit it to the Executing

Blockchain. The nefarious actor could create valid Crosschain

Transaction Start and Commit messages and submit them

to the Coordinating Blockchain, thus making it appear that

all nodes on all blockchains should commit all parts of the

Crosschain Transaction.

The nodes on the Executing Blockchain have no basis to

trust information in the Subordinate Transaction submitted to

them or the Crosschain Transaction status indicated by the

Crosschain Coordination Contract. As such, there is no method

of application level authentication to restrict which contract on

which blockchain can call a function in a contract if neither

the Originating Blockchain nor the From Blockchain are semi-

trusted.

B. Scenario 2

If the From Blockchain is semi-trusted, but the Originat-

ing Blockchain is not trusted, then a nefarious actor could

create a malicious Crosschain Transaction. Rather than sub-

mitting a Subordinate Transaction to the From Blockchain,

they could bypass the blockchain, constructing a malicious

Subordinate Transaction with forged From Blockchain Id and

From Address, and submit it to the Executing Blockchain.

The nefarious actor could create valid Crosschain Transaction

Start and Commit messages and submit them to the Coordi-

nating Blockchain, thus making it appear that all nodes on
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all blockchains should commit all parts of the Crosschain

Transaction.

In this scenario, the nodes on the Executing Blockchain

have no way to be certain that the Subordinate Transaction

submitted to them originated from the From Blockchain. As

such, there is no method of application level authentication to

restrict which contract on which blockchain can call a function

in a contract if the Originating Blockchain is not semi-trusted.

C. Scenario 3

If the Originating Blockchain is semi-trusted, but the

From Blockchain is not trusted, then a nefarious actor could

claim a Subordinate Transaction being executed by the From

Blockchain was ready to be committed when it was not.

The nefarious actor would not be able to forge the From
Address or the From Blockchain Id of the subordinate

transaction as validators on the Originating Blockchain would

detect the mis-matched To and From Address addresses

or blockchains identifiers, and reject the invalid Crosschain

Transaction. In this case, they would refuse to mine the

Originating Transaction and refuse to create the Crosschain

Transaction Start message.

In this scenario, the nodes on the Executing Blockchain are

certain that the Subordinate Transaction submitted to them

has authentic From Address and From Blockchain
Id information. However, there is no certainty that the Subor-

dinate Transaction submitted to the From Blockchain will be

committed to that blockchain.

D. Scenario 4

If both the Originating Blockchain and the From Blockchain

are semi-trusted, then a nefarious actor is unable to subvert the

protocol. Similarly to section IV-C, invalid transactions they

submit will be rejected by validators nodes on the Originating

Blockchain. Validator nodes on the Execution Blockchain can

be sure that if the Crosschain Coordination Contract indicates

that the transaction should be committed, then all nodes,

including the From Blockchain, are ready to commit their

provisional updates.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Examples of the Atomic Crosschain Transaction application

authentication code is available on github.com [10].

VI. DISCUSSION

The system assumes that blockchains involved in a cross-

chain transaction are semi-trusted, where semi-trusted is de-

fined as having fewer than M Byzantine validators nodes

operating a blockchain. This assumption of having a threshold

number of Byzantine validator nodes is the same type of

assumption that Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus

protocols make [11], [12]. As blockchains that support Atomic

Crosschain Transaction technology are likely to use a BFT

consensus protocol, if more than a threshold number of val-

idator nodes were Byzantine, then the blockchain’s consensus

protocol, as well as the crosschain transaction protocol, would

fail.

VII. CONCLUSION

Application programmers need to restrict which callers

can call functions in their contracts to update state. Tra-

ditional Ethereum security practices are not sufficient for

a crosschain transaction context. This paper presents the

fundamental building blocks of a crosschain authentica-

tion framework on which application-level authentication

can be built. In particular, when using Atomic Crosschain

Transactions, the Originating Blockchain Id, From
Blockchain Id, and the From Account crosschain

transaction fields can be used to ensure a function in a contract

on a blockchain is only callable from certain contracts on

certain blockchains, assuming that the participant that config-

ured the contract trusts that fewer than a threshold number of

validators on the blockchains indicated by the Originating
Blockchain Id, From Blockchain Id are Byzantine.
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Abstract—Blockchain technologies promise improvements to
legal documents, yet their use requires programmers and risks
hacking, so widespread adoption depends on removing program-
mers and improving verification. We tackle these problems via
a sophisticated user interface that auto-generates declarative
smart contract code in the form of answer set programs. We
demonstrate improved usability and testing effectiveness by im-
plementing a legal document as a smart contract on our purpose
built simulator and find that our solution supports adoption
because it starts with a legal document, allows human-in-the-
loop interaction, and is tolerant of varying levels of automation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the exception of contracts in some well-funded indus-

tries [7], legal contracts and documents are often clumsy, ex-

pensive to use and prone to ambiguities. Emerging blockchain

technologies hold the promise of changing this, however,

the tools for coding these ‘smart contracts’ require pro-

grammers, are vulnerable to programming errors and have

been shown to contain exploitable features. For example, the

Ethereum ecosystem we benchmark against currently provides

a ECMAScript compliant procedural programming language

(Solidity) for programming smart contracts which compiles

to bytecode executable on the Ethereum Virtual Machine

(EVM) [16]. This language is evolving rapidly to address

its weaknesses as the primary smart contract language [15],

the most famous exposé being the ‘The DAO’ hack which

lost approximately USD50M [4]. We attempt a balanced

understanding of Solidity’s weaknesses by using preliminary

evaluation criteria that have the perspective of the ultimate

end-user (lawyers, business-people and the general public).

These are, 1) ease of use (it is desirable that smart contracts

can be created by untrained users); 2) understandability (builds

confidence that the contract does what is intended); 3) ease of

testing (helps identify and remove bugs); 4) free of security

exploits and errors at deployment (self-evident); 5) scalability

(the method can handle complex contracts); 6) cost (costs

should not be prohibitive). When assessed with this evaluation

framework it is clear that Solidity is a poor fit.

II. DECLARATIVE SMART CONTRACTS

We re-frame the problem as one of translating an existing

legal contract or document to an executable smart contract

with help from an interactive user interface.

Firstly, we replace Solidity with a successful declarative

programming language (Answer Set Programming, hereafter

ASP) [2] which simplifies coding and makes auto-generation

of code easier. ASP is a recent declarative knowledge repre-

sentation language with a close connection to non-monotonic

logics that provides ASP with the power to model default

negation, deal with incomplete information, and encode do-

main knowledge, defaults, and preferences in an intuitive and

natural way [3]. ASP is elaboration-tolerant [12], meaning

that the language accepts changes in a problem specifica-

tion without the need to rewrite the entire program [10],

implements weak and strong negation in order to deal with

a local form of the closed world assumption, and is order-

independent. These features provide the flexibility needed to

implement our approach, allowing us to model legal logic

in an intuitive way and split code into facts, logic program
and events, a structure mirrored in legal documents. For legal

documents of a given type, the logic program is the same with

only the assertional knowledge (facts) differing. This allows

translation of legal documents to be split into two stages. Our

first stage is equivalent to the creation and publishing of a

standard form contract template (SFCT) [9] with the addition

of a matching logic program. This simplifies our second stage

where the SFCT is completed with specific information and

the logic program instantiated, giving an overall approach with

favourable economics. Note that the idea of pairing text and

code together has been in use in the financial markets for

decades in the form of Ricardian Contracts [6], which have

achieved legal status.

Secondly, we devise an intuitive user interface that auto-

generates code by building on the use of the SFCT. One

option for a user interface is to support instantiation of such

a form. Compared to other alternatives [11], SFCTs have the

advantage of being familiar to users, and generally are already

in electronic format, often marked-up with HTML. This is the

approach used by the OpenLaw [14] initiative which we see

as confirming that some lawyers are comfortable retaining the

traditional sequential text format of legal documents. A further

significant but possibly overlooked advantage is that traditional

paper format handles contracts of arbitrary complexity. Using

sequential text to express complex ideas appears culturally

embedded, is hard to duplicate with other approaches, and

not featured in most other smart contract research.

To investigate the above ideas we developed a blockchain

simulator that includes a Smart Contract Editor (SCE), and

used this tool to implement a legal document (‘Will and

Testament’) as a smart contract, with some assumptions.



Fig. 1. Smart Contract Editor showing ”Will and Testament” on left and Smart Instantiation Editor at top right

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We take an existing legal document and create an electronic

version by adding markup at instantiation points, called instan-

tiation place holders (IPHs). Each IPH has embedded with

it a variable identifier, variable type, action, cardinality and

scrolling information. Our smart contract editor downloads this

electronic version and the matching logic program as templates

from a distributed ledger dedicated for this purpose.

Fig. 2. Templates downloaded by our Smart Contract Editor

Our work shows that filling out the legal document (Fig. 1

left side) can automatically instantiate the logic program by

auto-generating ASP facts (Fig. 2). Once the smart contract

is written and tested, deployment to the blockchain simply

involves aggregating the auto-generated ASP facts and the

invariant ASP logic program as a smart contract transaction.

This means we replace bytecode with ASP, requiring the

embedding of an ASP grounder/solver tool within the EVM.

The specification embedded with each active IPH allows

our smart contract editor to know what type of information is

required, where to find it, and how to process and display it.

In the emerging blockchain environment, this information is

often available from distributed ledgers, but in the case of in-

formation about people (entities), we propose an enhancement

to wallets beyond the storage of cryptocurrencies. Personal

information such as name, date of birth and address, is

commonly called Personally Identifiable Information (PII) [13]

and is a key concern of cybersecurity and privacy researchers.

We propose that PII is stored offline in hardware wallets with

owners having control over how it is accessed (similar to

[8]). Our SCE guides the user during smart contract creation

Fig. 3. Smart Instantiation Editor (SIE) for ’entities’

with mini-editors specific to the variable type, called Smart

Instantiation Editors (SIEs).



Fig. 4. Example test cases for ’Will and Testament’

SIEs act on the specification embedded in each active IPH

by retrieving and presenting information if it is available, so

that input is reduced to mouse clicks or a screen touches. The

SIE in Fig. 3 lists entities (legal usage) that are candidates

for ’testator’. This list is generated from wallets invited to the

smart contract creation session where the owner has authorised

access to PII. The overall result is that users fill out the

form by tabbing between IPHs, selecting data with mouse

clicks or screen touches, not aware that they are generating

an executable ASP program.

We envision that a commercial implementation of the smart

contract editor would be a collaborative distributed web app

having many of the features present in Discord, like VoIP

voice, text chat and video in addition to a shared real-time

view of the current smart contract session [5].

Note that this example also illustrates our type hierarchy;

for example, type ’testator’ is of meta-type ’entity’. This is an

important feature that simplifies both auto-coding and testing.

Our system controls state via events, essentially facts that

occur at a certain point in time and are deployed to the

blockchain in sequential transactions. Our system requires

that all code (that is facts, logic program, and events in

subsequent associated transactions) be aggregated before being

executed by a miner, allowing events to control the state of the

system. For example, we signal a death to the smart contract

by deploying a transaction with the following ASP code (an

event) to the blockchain (the integer is date of death):

death("John Doe",43002).

In an actual implementation, this transaction is likely to be

automatically generated when new transactions are added to

another distributed ledger (i.e. a distributed ledger managed

by the Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages).

As can be seen from the table of test cases (Fig. 4) the ’Will

and Testament’ we implement is non-trivial, yet we achieve a

significant reduction in complexity, highlighted by the small

number of atoms covering all facts allowed, being entity/5,

inherits/2, and creation/2. Similarly, events allowed are

death/2, contests/2, and execute_will/5, so the testing

space involves combinations of only 6 atoms, simple enough

in this instance for an exhaustive testing approach.

ASP generates results as ’answer sets’, shown in the right

column of Fig. 4; primarily money transfers coded by atom

transfer/5. We also allow e-mails/text messages to be

generated with atom message_to_human/3. We envisage

Ethereum executing these commands via an interface that

translates these answer sets.

Other features and simplifying mechanisms that our ap-

proach uses, include: 1) options (a variable type that allows

selection of different blocks of legal text and ASP code);

2) the exploitation of object attributes allowing automatic

instantiation of all attributes associated with a variable; 3)

active and non-active IPHs (supports 2 above); 4) the use of

meta-variables to implement a type hierarchy for variables.

Features planned in future work include: 1) visualisation of

testing; 2) formal verification of ASP code; and 3) the use of

clearing houses to guarantee contract performance or provide

compensation.

IV. RESULTS

Our implementation of the ’Will and Testament’ demon-

strates that the combination of an intuitive user interface

with a declarative approach to smart contract generation has

two important benefits: 1) improved ease of use, and 2)

improved testing effectiveness. The advantages over Solidity



Fig. 5. Comparing our approach with Solidity

are illustrated by assessing against our preliminary evaluation

criteria.

In addition to the above benefits, we note the potential for

significant blockchain space savings because at a minimum,

only ASP facts, ASP events, and the contract key/contract

version need be stored on the blockchain. All other com-

ponents are invariant and stored on our envisaged template

distributed ledger keyed by contract type and version. This

means that the text smart contract can be reconstructed from

templates, with variables discovered from ASP facts and ASP

events. Such a scheme would require a small adjustment to the

mining procedure, which at present only aggregates blockchain

transactions.

Our investigation of the broader benefits from conversion of

legal documents to smart contracts reveals that for a ’Will and

Testament’ the key benefit is the ability to specify up front

all the terms and conditions and then have these carried out

over time as desired automatically. When applied to a typical

Real Estate Sale contract, the benefit is different, focused more

around automation of the often complex sale process.

We also investigated a third more complex contract (CEO

employment contract). This type of contract relies on a

different type of legal reasoning (not deductive logic) and

’performance’ [1] that cannot easily be defined; for example,

”faithfully and diligently serve the interests of the employer”.

Our limited investigation has identified 1) type of legal

reasoning, and 2) type of ’performance’, as some of the factors

determining the automatability of a legal contract. A useful

aid for this task would be exhaustive taxonomies of types

of legal document, types of legal reasoning, and types of

’performance’.

V. CONCLUSION

We have identified a cost effective and scalable approach to

the creation and deployment of smart contracts that improves

usability and testing, and is supportive of adoption because

conversion starts with current legal documents. Further, our

approach is tolerant of varying levels of automation and allows

human-in-the-loop interaction. Smart contracts are seen as

game changing, and should issues with usability, security and

cost be solved, the economic impact is likely to be large.
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Abstract 

Substitution and counterfeiting in global supply chains pose a 
significant challenge for businesses due to the negative impact these 
fraudulent products can have on brand reputations and sales 
margins. Unsurprisingly, therefore, there are instances where red 
meat products have been falsely marked with a popular country of 
origin, such as Australia, in order to take advantage of the perception 
of premium quality associated with the meat products from these 
countries. In collaboration with the Australian Meat Processor 
Corporation (AMPC) a research team from Griffith University 
undertook a project to investigate the potential use of blockchain 
technology to establish product traceability for the Australian red 
meat industry. Specifically, the project examined (1) what types of 
information, (2) at what places along the meat supply chain, and (3) 
how the information should be collected in order to facilitate the use 
of blockchain technology.  

Project Methodology 

The research team adopted a multi-methodological approach to 
investigate the use of blockchain to traceability for the red meat 
industry. Such approaches combine multiple methodologies to 
explore research problems [1, 2], and are particularly useful for 
formulation, approximation, analysis and solution of complex 
logistics and supply chain problems [3]. The approaches selected 
were 

1. Supply Chain Operations Reference Process Mapping 

The project utilised the Supply Chain Operations Reference 
(SCOR) framework as the basis for processing mapping “as-is” and 
“to-be” scenarios, which was then strengthened by further process 
decomposition beyond the SCOR model. Process mapping is “a 
valuable communication device to understand how processes 
operate and where responsibility lies” [4]. 

A web-based application was developed to facilitate the 
collection of detailed information, such as processes time and 
resources required for collecting traceability information, for each 
step 

2. Scenario Building 

Using the SCOR framework the research team established 
scenarios to investigate the integration of blockchain technology 
into meat processing facilities and assess the associated costs and 
benefits for each scenario. A base scenario (“as-is” scenario) was 

constructed which reflected the existing meat processing operations. 
The base scenario served two purposes: 1) to acquire a thorough 
understanding of the current operations; and 2) to serve as the basis 
for the development of different scenarios where traceability is 
established. 

Based on the desired level of traceability, two further scenarios 
(the “to-be” scenarios) were constructed. The first focussed on 
traceability at the batch level, i.e., providing meat traceability based 
on the current batch processing information used by meat processors 
noting that this does not support one-to-one traceability. In order to 
offer one-to-one traceability, the current meat processing flow will 
need to be adjusted slightly and the second scenario was designed to 
provide this based on a proposed boning room redesign. 

Once the scenarios had been constructed, comparisons between 
the “as-is” and the “to-be” scenarios highlighted the changes needed 
in order that these could become the focus of further and more 
detailed investigation.  

3. Data Collection 

The focus for data collection was to determine the nature and 
attributes of the information that would need to be collected to 
enable the use of blockchain, and how this corresponded with the 
physical flows. Given that meat products are packaged in processor 
facilities, the meat processing stage is the key to establishing 
traceability throughout a supply chain. Thus, the project team 
focused on this stage through a case study based on the processes 
undertaken at Australian Country Choice (ACC) – which was 
recommended by AMPC as an industry exemplar. The project team 
undertook a walkthrough of the ACC processing facility from the 
entry of a live animal through all the processing stages to the end 
retail/bulk pack, and this underpinned the development of the “as-
is” scenario.  

4. ROI Analyses 

The data collected were then fed into an ROI calculator which, 
together with fixed investments, produced the results for ROI 
analyses to assess the feasibility of each scenario. The research team 
also estimated the size of the expected benefits in order to allow the 
team to develop a better understanding of the potential cost recovery 
options. Total expected price increases (per kilogram) and total 
expected labour cost savings were the two sources of benefits used 
to help users decide the potential ROIs 

 



Project Outcome 

During this project, a base scenario (“as-is” scenario) was 
constructed to reflect the existing meat processing operations. Two 
“to-be” scenarios were then proposed based on the desired level of 
traceability: the first focused on traceability at the batch level 
tracking all the products leaving the boning room of meat processing 
facilities; and the second on one-to-one traceability (i.e., paddock to 
plate). The project outcomes included: 

1. Process maps for both the “as-is” and the “to-be” 
scenarios. 

2. Recommendations on data collection to establish 
traceability for meat processors using considerations of 
what data was needed, where it should be collected, how 
this would be achieved and who would be responsible for 
collecting it. 

3. The proposed boning room redesign to enable one-to-one 
traceability, given the current boning room operations 
usually lead to mixing of primal cuts.  

4. The development of the web-based application to conduct 
process mapping and ROI analysis. 

ROI Analysis 

The ROI analysis results for meat processors on the scenario 
where one-to-one traceability is desired indicated that a redesign to 
the boning room, and thus operational changes to the current meat 
processing practices (and hence additional investment), were 
required. Two ROI analyses were therefore conducted to assess the 
feasibility of this approach. The first ROI analysis focused on 
understanding the fixed cost implications of developing one-to-one 
traceability; and the second ROI analysis considered a number of 
benefits resulting from the use of one-to-one traceability.  

Benefits for Industry 

1. Market advantage in a future market 

i. Food provenance is becoming an increasingly 
important consideration for consumers, particularly 
within export markets where there have been cases 
of fraudulent products entering the retail stream. 
Blockchain can secure the supply chain in a digital 
manner and work with existing physical measures to 
further protect a brand’s perception within the retail 
market.  

ii. Early adopters of blockchain technology might gain 
advantages such as product competitiveness or 
customer loyalty. Furthermore, brands implementing 
the technology are likely to give consumers 
confidence in their products authenticity and quality 
and this may secure or capture more market share in 
the future.  

iii. Consumers are likely to be interested in more than 
just the product provenance information. Meat 
product brands can seek to differentiate themselves 
by providing the ‘story’ behind their products such 
as the farming region and the approaches used by 
farmers to produce high quality meat. 

2. Labour cost savings/automation 

i. Developments in automated red meat processing 
have the potential to integrate well with traceability 
systems.  

ii. Automation will also help address the issues of rising 
labour cost and labour supply in the long run.  

3. Regulatory compliance and risk reduction 

i. Adoption of increased traceability systems may also 
help address the regulatory requirements. Companies 
operating a traceability system are likely to be ahead 
of the game and in a strong position to guide and 
inform policy development in a more advantageous 
way. 

ii. A blockchain enabled one-to-one traceability system 
would enable a meat cut’s full history to be 
determined with certainty in a very short amount of 
time. This in turn would enable a quicker response to 
an emerging health-related situation, and more 
importantly limit the extent of damage arising from 
the incident to farmers, processors and retailers who 
are not affected or involved. 

Conclusion 

While providing the desired traceability is unquestionably 
challenging, the potential benefits inherent in securing Australia’s 
global reputation as a quality red meat producer and the potential for 
improved market outcomes may be considerable. Furthermore, 
current market indications are that there will be a growing demand 
for provenance information in both the domestic and international 
markets. Thus, early implementation of a blockchain-supported 
system would clearly place Australian producers, processers and 
retailers in a competitive position.  

Recommendations to develop this initial research project further 
include undertaking a market survey, targeting both domestic and 
international end consumers, in order to collect the market 
perceptions of the benefits of one-to-one traceability. A pilot 
implementation of the proposed one-to-one traceability within a 
typical meat processing facility is also needed in order to confirm 
our initial understanding of the main technical requirements and 
implementation challenges. This pilot could also then inform 
business decisions around, but are not limited to, (1) understanding 
the optimum product mix that should be produced, (2) which types 
of meat are trending on the market, and (3) consumer preferences in 
relation to the production locational differences for meat products. 
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I. ABSTRACT

The terminology for Proof-of-Work (PoW) [1], [2] was

introduced to generate a relatively computationally hard ques-

tion, but the corresponding answer is computationally easy

to verify. The first use of PoW was to prevent email spam-

ming [1].

Fig. 1: The biggest Bitcoin Mining Pools [3].

Cryptographic hash functions are the foundation of a mathe-

matical puzzle widely used by PoW consensus in a Blockchain

network. For example, Bitcoin (best-known crypto-currency)

uses a Hashcash [4] puzzle with the SHA256 as the hash

function.

One consequence of using SHA256 is the creation of a

non-egalitarian mining environment. With specialised hard-

ware (Application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)), SHA256

can be evaluated a hundred times faster than with classical

CPUs. Thus, big investors can profit from mining. Figure 1

shows the possible segregation of the most prominent Bitcoin

miners. A monopoly of the PoW and block creation could

be a detrimental factors to the blockchain consensus idea.

Hence, the interest for a ASIC-resistant PoW. There are some

proposals aiming for this:

• Combined hashing algorithms; For example, X16RT de-

veloped by Raven Coin contains 16 different hash func-

tion where a decision which one is used for a particular

PoW, is a coin flip.

• Memory-hard function; a system where evaluation cost is

tied to memory cost. It is assumed that memory hardware

cost is approximately the same within a couple of or-

ders across various hardware implementations, including

ASIC [5].

It should be noted that the hash functions are not developed

with PoW in mind. They have three security properties:

1) Pre-image resistance: given a hash, it is difficult to find

the message which will result in the given hash.

2) Second pre-image resistance: given a particular mes-

sage, it is difficult to find another message with the same

hash.

3) Collision resistance: It is challenging to find a pair of

messages with the same hash.

While this is enough for designing PoW puzzles, those designs

are not flexible enough for adding ASIC resistance.

We suggest that chaos theory might provide features for

modelling egalitarian PoW puzzles. The two important prop-

erties of systems in chaos theory are:

1) The system’s has sensitivity to its initial state or But-

terfly Effect (much more popular term). This property

indicates that inputs and outputs are not correlated. Even

a minuscule change in the initial state will produce a

different outcome. That property could be considered

equivalent to the avalanche effect required and evident

in hash functions [6]. Figure 2 illustrates this point.

2) Computational irreducibility (CI).

“The principle of computational irreducibility
says that the only way to determine the answer to a
computationally irreducible question is to perform,
or simulate, the computation” [7].

For example, The N -body problem is a well known

mathematical problem. The case N = 2 has a closed-

form solution meaning there is a set of equations defines

bodies in motion, and positions for any desired time



point. For 8 > N > 2, we do not have a closed-form

solution, instead there is a set of a complex equation

which can only approximate body motions and positions

for a given time. Today, only by step by step numerical

simulation, N > 8 systems can be solved (CI).

Fig. 2: Two cellular automata evolutions where initial state

differs by just one bit.

A. The Proposal

To see chaos properties in action, we can sketch a PoW

puzzle as follows. Instead of a hash function, we use a cellular

automaton (CA).

Figure 2 shows two CA evolutions from the different initial

states. The seeds (strings (a) bits01 and (b) bits02) are the first

six top-left pixels (bytes). The sixth pixel on the right image is

just one grey shade darker (not visible) than the corresponding

pixel on the left. The seed consists of the initial state plus the

white region on the top (the top 512 pixels of the image). Even

very low entropy produces a complex outcome. It also shows

elements of chaos behaviour, where a small initial change

produces different outcomes.

With CA we have an initial state which is evolved by rules.

The CA from Figure 2 uses the following rules for evolving

a single cell:

• 1st step is to create a new state of carry c′.

c′ =

{
c⊕Ai+1, if Ai+2 > Ai+3

c⊕Ai+1, otherwise
(1)

where A is a cell, ⊕ is exclusive or and A is one

complement of A.

• 2nd step is to update a cell A

A′i = Ai ⊕ c′ (2)

• 3rd step is to update current c′ value for next cell

transformation.

c′ = c′ + d (3)

where d �= 0 is an arbitrarily chosen constant.

The initial state could mimic a Hashcash construct and

have a header h (given part) and a part proving that work is

performed r (h, and, r). The initial state h, and, r is evolved

by applying n cycles (Figure 2 shows initial state and three

evolution cycles). If the last row contains predefined pattern

p (so many zeros for example), the work is completed. The

difficulty to chose r, which will match p are the consequence

of the butterfly effect and CI. A small change will modify

the outcome drastically and to see what is the last row, an

evaluation must repeat through all steps (such is the quickest

way). It appears that only an exhaustive search for r will

suffice.

B. Advantages
The advantages of the CA approach are:

• Simplicity (the CA’s set of rules (Equations (1) (2) (3))

vs. several pages for the SHA256 description [8].

• Memory hardening; the CA can be used as a pseudo-

number generator [9]. Then, the memory hardening sce-

nario would be as follows: Initiate a required block of

memory with pseudo-random numbers. Use that array a
as a source for constant d (Eq 3). For each cell, the update

d′ is computed by d′ = ai where i = dmod size of array

(d is the previous constant). Adding a certain memory

requirement to the PoW could impact ASIC economy.

• The main advantage of the CA approach is a simple

algorithm for modification without impacting the CA’s

properties:

– Instead of Ai+2 > Ai+3 use Ai+2 < Ai+3 (Eq 1).

– Instead of if Ai+2 > Ai+3 use if Ai+2 mod 2 = 0
(Eq 1).

– ...

Implementing the ever-changing algorithm with ASIC is

economically prohibitive.
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Introduction: As expanding populations and a 
changing climate place increasing stress on scarce 
resources in aquatic and marine environments, new 
opportunities to unlock additional value from 
improved management of water quality could be a 
game-changer (Flörke et al. 2018, Sgori et al. 
2018).  

It is well recognised that water quality credit 
markets could increase economic efficiency 
significantly by allowing pollutant-emitting point-
source utilities and developers to buy water quality 
offsets from land remediation or improved land 
management practices at non-point source locations 
further upstream in relevant catchments.  

Although some progress has been made, the full 
range of benefits has been slow to materialise, 
partly because of uncertainties regarding the 
security of the environmental improvements that 
generate the non-point source offsets and the high 
transaction costs incurred by detailed regulatory 
approvals.  

Moreover, credit supply (e.g., nitrogen credits) can 
be highly heterogeneous in relevant water quality 
characteristics (e.g., nitrogen type and 
environmental impact, timing and location of 
delivery), thus creating information asymmetry in 
water quality trading resulting in suboptimal 
market transactions (i.e. buyers and regulators are 
unsure of the quality and reliability of the offsets 
purchased) (Smart 2016). Similar problems of 
information asymmetry also surround treated 
wastewater which leads to a widening gap between 
production and consumption of this increasingly 
valuable resource. 

In this context, the relevant policy issue is how can 
we overcome information asymmetry, moderate the 
impact of intrinsic uncertainty, and reap the full 
benefits of water quality trading?  

Blockchain-Based System: Blockchain 
technology can facilitate transactions in a water 
market, replace intermediaries, modernise the 
regulatory processes, and act as an accounting, 
auditing, interlinking and trading platform that 

enables emerging water quality markets to function 
effectively. 

The inherent properties of Blockchain such as a 
distributed shared ledger, a consensus mechanism, 
smart contracts, tokenisation and asset tracking 
have the potential to provide a future-proof 
integrated platform in such markets. 

The application of Blockchain is growing in the 
water sector (Lin et al. 2018) and has been shown 
to reduce transaction cost and increase market 
participation (Pee at al. 2018, Poberezhna 2018). 
Currently, water-related Blockchain 
implementations are mainly confined to markets 
such as irrigation water where the quality of the 
traded product is not a concern. Consequently, 
Blockchain’s potential to address information 
asymmetry and mitigate the adverse impacts of 
uncertainty in water-related markets where there is 
substantial variation in the quality of the traded 
product remains largely unutilised. Effective and 
efficient Blockchain-enabled trading markets 
would help to secure sustainable water supply and 
water-borne waste management for urban areas into 
the future. 

Using a structure for the smart contract-driven 
blockchain platform, the paper explores the 
research and policy opportunity in eliminating the 
market distortions in water quality trading. It uses 
two case studies of potential water quality trading 
markets in South East Queensland ( SEQ), 
Australia (water quality trading) and Bengaluru, 
India (treated wastewater). 

Proposed Model: The diagram below illustrates the 
proposed smart contract-driven blockchain platform 
for water quality trading. 
In this model, the Market Regulator works as a 
checkpoint for the whole system and is responsible 
for policy enforcement, validation and monitoring of 
all activities in the Blockchain network. The access 
control and policy enforcement are written in the 
form of smart contracts which would be triggered 
when certain conditions are met. The Market 
Regulator is also connected to the AI  



Figure 1: Smart contract-driven blockchain 
platform for trading in Water Quality and Treated 
Waste Water 
module which implements machine learning 
algorithms on off-chain data to analyse user 
behaviours and predict future flows of treated 
wastewater consumption (for the Bengaluru case) or 
future demand for nitrogen credits (for the SEQ 
case). In addition, the AI module will also provide 
critical information from the system that would 
better characterise the relationship between demand 
and supply during peak and off-peak times or 
seasons.  
The treated wastewater producer (for Bengaluru) 
and the nitrogen offset supplier (SEQ) record the 
critical steps involved in the wastewater treatment 
process and the location of on-ground actions that 
generate the nitrogen credits, respectively, in the 
chain. For Bengaluru, the seller inputs quality 
information in the chain obtained through IoT 
devices. For SEQ, the environmental regulator 
inputs nitrogen load monitoring data from a water 
sensor network and compliance data from random 
verification spot checks of suppliers’ on-ground 
changes to land management practice and land use. 
For Bengaluru, the smart contract invoked by the 
market regulator would verify whether the quality of 
the traded product is up to the mark. For SEQ, the 
smart contract would carry embedded trading ratios 
that reflect the offsetting capability of the nitrogen 
credit for credit buyers at specific locations 
downstream. These trading ratios would also reflect 
the intrinsic uncertainty surrounding offsetting 
ability. Trading ratios would be informed by 
nitrogen and catchment modelling, data from the 
water sensor network and prior performance of the 
specific credit supplier under verification spot-
checks. Based on the outcomes, in Bengaluru, the 
seller will either be rewarded for providing correct 
information or penalised for providing false 
information; in SEQ the credit supplier will be 

rewarded for providing verifiable evidence of 
practice change and for undertaking the on-ground 
maintenance required to secure long-term delivery 
of credits from land-use change.  
Three main research questions that follow from the 
above are, how can a Blockchain-enabled Water 
Quality Trading Program (WQTP) be used to: 
1. Provide an incentive-compatible design 
mechanism that will reduce information asymmetry.  
2. Incorporate a built-in algorithm that will help 
agents – and where relevant the environmental 
regulator – to facilitate trading under inherent 
uncertainties surrounding hydrological and 
biogeochemical processes in rivers and coastal 
waters. 
3.  Integrate an AI/ ML module to enable predictive 
analysis of the agent’s behaviours.  
Summary: Block-chain technology can address the 
heterogeneity in a water quality market, particularly 
information asymmetry; and ensure robust operation 
that can reduce current and increasing future cost 
liabilities arising from deteriorating water quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent times, two technology innovations have received 
significant attention not only from academia but also from 
industry and government: Digital Twins (DT) and Distributed 
Ledger Technology (DLT). However, it appears that the 
literature is predominantly focusing on either one of these new 
pieces of technology in depth, and there is hardly any critique 
or review that creates lateral connections and links between 
the two. This paper starts to close this gap by asking, what can 
DT and DLT learn from each other? 

In the following, we first set the scene by introducing the 
context for our analysis: supply chain management (II). We 
then explain the role that DLT play in supply chain 
management (III) before we turn our attention to DTs (IV). 
We conclude by examining challenges with each technology 
and exploring opportunities for synergies and learnings (V). 

II. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is undergoing rapid 
changes due to increasing digitalisation, including IoT and 
sensor-based data collection throughout the entire supply 
chain as a basis for tracking and tracing functions [1]. 
Consequently, data processing and management is established 
through cloud technology [2]. The aggregated data or big data 
can be mined through Artificial Intelligence (AI) and in doing 
so creating further added value [3]. More recently, blockchain 
and distributed ledger technology (DLT) introduced further 
possibilities for value addition in the supply chains through 
increased in-chain efficiencies [4] complemented by potential 
consumer surplus value of product traceability [5]–[7]. In 
addition, DLT for supply chain management extends visibility 
and transparency, digitalisation and disintermediation, 
improved data security and smart contracts for integrated 
business logic [8]. 

III. DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY IN SCM 

A. Distributed Ledger, Blockchain and Smart Contracts 
DLT refers to a decentralised-distributed system of nodes or 
computing devices [9]. A distributed ledger is a database that 
is spread over multiple nodes, where each node replicates and 
maintains an identical copy independently. The main 
innovation of DLT is the lack of a central authority, i.e. 
decentralisation. Distributed ledgers provide an auditable 
history of transaction information visible to all participants of 
the system. For a more comprehensive overview of the 
technology, we refer to existing literature [9], [10]. 

 Blockchains can be considered as a subset of DLT. A 
blockchain is a type of DLT with a specific protocol. In 

contrast to general distributed ledgers, blockchains package 
transactions into a block which are linked through 
cryptographic hashes [9]. In other words, a blockchain is a 
decentralised ledger that organises data in blocks and updates 
entries through an append-only structure. The blockchain 
achieves immutability on top of the prerequisite verifiability 
and decentralisation characteristics of DLT. 

 Smart contracts are independent programs that are 
designed on a blockchain network, such as Ethereum, that 
contain certain business logic translated into code. Smart 
contracts are capable of facilitating, automating and enforcing 
agreements i.e. contracts [11], and are built on blockchain 
characteristics of verifiability and immutability.  

B. IoT 
The introduction of IoT into a blockchain enabled supply 
chain system represents a bridge between the physical and 
digital world and comes with its own set of challenges [12]. 
Since the IoT generated data is used as input for smart 
contracts conditionality, it has to conform to data integrity for 
maintaining the valuable blockchain characteristics. This 
requires an additional data verification layer that can be 
achieved through a private DLT of known participants, 
verifying data integrity through a consensus mechanism. 
Figure 1 presents a conceptual overview of a potential data 
flow in such a system. 

 
Fig. 1. Data flow conceptualisation 

C. Integrated system – the case of BeefLedger 
BeefLedger (beefledger.io) is a blockchain smart contract 
project for providing a secure and immutable record of 
Australian beef export [13]. The aim of the project is to tackle 
the problem of food fraud and improve efficiency throughout 
the supply chain including reduced risk of payments through 
blockchain enabled Letters of Credit (LOC) and integrated 
insurance solutions. The project entails multiple layers: 

 The physical supply chain with multiple supply chain 
participants, flow of goods, and flow of capital.  



 IoT hardware and software consisting of: cattle weighing 
devices; smart ear tags; In-Vehicle Monitoring Systems 
(IVMS); Radio-frequency identification (RFID); 
Temperature and Relative Humidity (RH) sensors. 

 Data processing and management complemented by 
technology agnostic standards. 

 Blockchain and smart contracts for efficient transacting 
between supply chain participants and credentialed 
provenance for the end consumer. 

BeefLedger presents a holistic example of an advanced 
digitalised supply chain. The value add is multifaceted, and 
comprises blockchain certifiability of certain product 
attributes (e.g. origin / provenance); and efficiency gains in 
the supply chain, such as smoother capital flows and reduced 
interest rates; reduced insurance premiums; efficient 
regulatory compliance; reduced cost of production. 

IV. DIGITAL TWINS 
DT refers to a comprehensive always up-to-date digital 
representation or replica of an object or system using real-time 
data for the purpose of visualising current states and 
simulating future states [14], [15]. Recently, the DT approach 
has started to receive significant attention in smart city 
research and practice as more sophisticated 3D modelling, big 
data analysis, and visualisation and simulation techniques 
converge [16].  

While offering exciting new possibilities for analysis from 
the helicopter or bird’s eye view, DTs and the associated 
discipline of urban science have been criticised for being 
overly technocratic and positivist [17], [18] and lacking care 
and consideration for privacy and surveillance concerns [19], 
[20]. 

V. SYNERGIES AND LEARNINGS 
There are synergies in the way a SCM project such as 
BeefLedger could benefit from the addition of a DT layer. 
This could enable: (i) virtual preparation and planning for 
future economic (and regulatory) scenarios; (ii) learning and 
adoption by supply chain participants to familiarise with and 
master the complexity of the system, and; (iii) consumer 
interaction with DTs for optimal information (re)presentation. 

In turn, the current issues and shortcomings of DTs could 
be ameliorated or resolved with a hybrid approach that 
combines and integrates the benefits of using DLT, ie. 
considerations of trust, governance, and privacy-by-design. A 
new and arguably more ethical approach – which could be 
operationalised in parts through DLT – has been coined 
technological sovereignty [21], [22]. While the premise that 
data represents potential for value-add and monetisation is 
widely accepted and acted upon in the SCM space, this issue 
is still contested in the smart cities space – largely due to a 
lack of nuanced data governance balancing the needs of 
citizens at street level with the needs of cities from the bird’s 
eye view. Economic actors across supply chains employ legal, 
regulatory, and contractual arrangements and frameworks to 
protect their interests in data ownership and monetisation. 
This requires a system that affords privacy preservation and 
confidentiality requirements that can be applied to different 
actors and data types. Studying the use of DLT and smart 
contracts in SCM offers new learnings that can be applied to 
bring about technological sovereignty to the context of data 
governance in digital twins and smart cities [23]. 
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Abstract— This study investigates the behavioural of 
cryptocurrencies investors using Vector Autoregression (VAR) 
technique, along with Granger Causality and Impulse Response 
Function.  

We question if the recent volatility and trading activities 
behaviours of cryptocurrencies share the familiar momentum of 
Dotcom Bubble 1980 whereat tech-based gained market 
overconfidence, which consequently, yielded spurious share 
prices of these firms and their products. Motivated by 
overconfidence-theories to understand the 2017 crypto-
phenomena, this thesis investigates the lead-lag relationship 
between turnover and return of cryptocurrencies market, in 
general and three largest market cap coins including Bitcoin, 
Ethereum and Ripple, in particular.  

The findings show that cryptocurrencies market activity 
suggest the overconfidence’s explanatory power is significant 
statistically, but subtle economically, during its tremendous 
volatility last year. In particular, statistically speaking, the 
research finds the presence of overconfidence bias in Bitcoin and 
Ripple investment as well as in crypto-market at a whole while 
Ethereum individuals trade for disposition effects. We also 
perceive that, Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripples are different in 
fundamental drivers and investment intentions, which justify 
for particular economical insignificances when performing joint 
interpretations.  

Keywords— Cryptocurrencies, Behavioural, Investments 

I. INTRODUCTION  
While traditional theories and principles in finance 

emphasise modern portfolio theory (MPT) and the efficient-
market hypothesis (EMH), the emergence of the behavioural 
finance field investigates the cognitive factors and emotional 
issues impacting the decision-making processes pertaining to 
the systematic investment errors made by investors (Asad, 
Khan, and Faiz, 2018). In the same vein, Shefrin (2007) 
defines that bias is nothing else but the “predisposition 
towards error”. Stated alternatively, a bias is a prejudice or a 
propensity to make decisions while already being influenced 
by an underlying belief. In financial decision making, a study 
by Bateman and Schwenk (1986) indicated that investors 
inaccurately interpret information and fail to comprehensively 
search for information due to their limited cognitive 
capacities, resulting in cognitive biases. To date, research has 
just covered the influence of these cognitive biases in 
traditional markets such as in real estate market (Salzman and 
Zwinkels, 2013), in corporate bond market (Wei, 2017) and 
largely in the stock market. 

A working paper by Obryan (2018) provides the initial 
groundwork on crypto-market participants’ irrationalities 

through investigation into the herding bias. However, among 
cognitive biases, overconfidence is one of the most-studied 
biases since it is linked to other biases and, notably, it includes 
the exogenous and endogenous dimensions of risk perception 
(Fabre and François-Heude, 2009). Studies on 
overconfidence bias greatly enhance people’s understanding 
of investors’ reactions. Following this research stream, the 
current study attempts to investigate the overconfidence bias 
within the crypto-market and also test it on the three coins 
with the largest market capitalisation, represented more than 
71.8 percent of the crypto-market’s value at the time writing. 
The rationale for the study is that we conjecture that the high 
volatility and trading activities in crypto-market are driven 
mainly investor sentiments, particularly, by overconfidence 
bias rather than fundamental supports. The intuition behind 
the conjecture emerges from our two observations. First, 
theoretically, Shefrin (2007), along with Barber and Odean 
(2001), provided support for the notion that male investors 
exhibit higher levels of overconfidence compared with 
females as they are more competitive (Niederle and 
Vesterlund, 2007), they invest more often and more 
aggressively than women when facing financial opportunities 
(Barber and Odean, 2001). It is worth noting the majority of 
crypto-participants are overwhelmingly male. Hence, crypto-
market is suspected to exhibit the overconfidence bias. 

Second, crypto-market is possibly unfolding like the Dot-
Com crash, in which people were overconfident about 
website-based firms and bet big on a seemingly revolutionary 
technology; hence, suffered a painful reality check. The 
similarities in price moves and trading volume between these 
two market events could be signs that history is repeating 
itself. Specify the particular of BTC and Amazon, BTC is the 
crypto-market leader, accounts for more than 54 percent of 
total market capitalization at the time writing, and Amazon 
was the NASDAQ market leader and also a biggest loser 
during the crash. We observed that their price movements 
have followed a similar path. Amazon’s share prices has 
eventually recovered and lifted to approximately USD$2,000, 
became the second public company to reach a one trillion-
dollar valuation. Accordingly, positively speaking, there is 
the fact that many companies survived the Dot-Com bubble, 
have climbed to prices exponentially higher than those during 
the bubble, which anchor a great hope on crypto-market 
perspectives. In other words, the crypto-market and Dot-Com 
similarity offers much more than a simple parallel 
comparison, it offers a precedent of hope which entirely 
impacts the world built around them. 

To expand our analysis, this study is also based on the 
fundamental idea presented in Obryan (2018) on the 



behavioural familiarities between the crypto-market and the 
Dot-Com bubble. Recent studies have suggested 
overconfidence was (and continues to be) a major cause in 
numerous historical disasters namely, the Iraq War, Vietnam 
War, WWI, climate change, and Hurricane Katrina, as well as 
the Global Financial Crisis in 2008 in particular (Johnson and 
Fowler, 2011) and stock market bubbles in general (Luuk, 
2016). Such historical events demonstrate that bubbles are the 
result of overconfident behaviours. In this regard, it is the aim 
of this study to determine whether there is a close relationship 
between crypto-behaviour and the Dot-Com bubble, thus 
establishing the existence of the overconfidence bias in the 
current crypto-market. 

To the best of our knowledge, the hypothesis presented in 
this thesis attempts to understand crypto- market movement 
with an investigation into the overconfidence bias by examine 
the relationship between past market returns and current 
trading activities. We seek to draw conclusion on 
overconfidence in existence if the positive inter-relationships 
are found. Additionally, we also expect to provide a universal 
empirical explanation of the anomalies observed in CCs in 
2017. To broaden our research and to firmly root it in 
previous studies, this thesis presents general ideas around 
anticipating the future of CCs based on historical data.  

A. Significance and Contributions 
When the Internet was first adopted in the 1990s, no one 

expected it would have the reach and impact that it currently 
has. FinTech shares a similar position to this today. Indeed, 
the financial services industry is undergoing rapid 
transformation due to innovations in technology, which now 
include CCs and several other digital assets. Importantly, as 
long as technological innovations provide for improved 
efficiencies, these developments will not only continuously 
drive significant changes in the way financial service 
providers operate, but also have significant implications for 
financial consumers including both macro- and small business 
relating to the cost and services’ security. Indeed, while early 
developments of the Internet dealt with intangibles, the 
modern FinTech Internet deals with assets stored in encoded 
form on a network-to-network chain. One of these assets is 
cryptocurrency, where money is in digital form. These fast-
evolving market dynamics require traditional financial 
institutions, banks, and financial regulators to play integral 
roles in closely monitoring and regulating these 
developments. 

Cryptocurrencies have demonstrated their influence, now 
boasting approximately 2,180 coins equivalent to USD$245.6 
trillion market capitalisation and BTC in particular with 17 
million BTCs in circulation at the time writing 
(coinmarketcap.com). Although the bears ruled the crypto-
market in late 2018, the market has proven it is going to be 
here for the long haul. Given the recency of cryptocurrencies 
and the excitement surrounding them (Narayanan, 2016), it is 
essential to conduct in- depth reviews of the current crypto-
literature. 

Cryptocurrency has gained wider mainstream attention 
since its peak in early 2018, in which the market experienced 
immense trading activity and volatility. Opinions on CCs are 
buzzing on the Internet and the market is witnessing greater 

analysis of these new assets. For decades, understanding 
anomalies in the stock market has presented significant 
challenges for economists. Theoretical foundations in 
financial economics rely ultimately on the assumption of the 
market efficiency theory. Empirical studies, in the meanwhile, 
have also found evidence to contradict the assumptions 
underpinning the market efficiency theory and to better 
explain anomalies. In such findings, overconfidence is 
considered a key behavioural factor in gaining a more in-depth 
understanding of this trading puzzle (De Bondt and Thaler, 
1995). To date, empirical studies that have investigated the 
existence of behavioural biases have generally found there is 
a lack in cryptocurrency holdings. Based on this background 
information, the findings of the present study endeavour to 
add a behavioural dimension to the current discussion on this 
topic. We expect to contribute insights regarding crypto-
market trading activities, as well as the fundamental factors 
underlying them. We believe such insight will be valuable to 
those who are currently involved in the market, or to those 
who are looking to get involved. On the basis of this 
foundation and in combination with historical data, this study 
is expected to generate general ideas in relation to future 
analysis on market performance. 

II. BEHAVIOURAL LITERATURE REVIEW  
Many studies on behavioral have demonstrated the 

definition of the overconfidence bias. Most studies of error-
prone self-assessment reveals overconfidence. Self-
assessments often correlate poorly with objective measures of 
skill in a variety of domains, such as intellectual abilities 
(Borkenau and Lieber, 1992), social skills (DePaulo et al., 
1997), and job performance (Bass and Yammarino, 1991). 
For example, drivers (Marttoli and Richardson, 1998), 
motorcyclists (Rutter et al., 1998) and bungee jumpers 
(Middleton et al., 1996) tend to overestimate their ability to 
travel safely in their preferred manner. Moreover, the 
previous literature on this topic also describes overconfidence 
as the tendency to overestimate personal skills, abilities and 
predictions for success (Ricciardi, 2008; Koriat, Lichtenstein, 
and Fischhoff, 1980). This definition is closely linked with 
the better-than-average effect (Larwood and Whittaker, 
1977; Alicke, 1985; Taylor and Brown, 1988). Overconfident 
individuals strongly believe in their own judgement (Odean, 
1998) and tend to overstate the precision probability of their 
personal assessment and information (Daniel, 1998). 

Methodologically, overconfidence has been widely 
explained by individual information searching strategies. 
Koriat et al. (1980) conducted experiments with 268 paid 
volunteers. These volunteers were asked to answer a list of 
questions and also required to list reasons for and against each 
of the question prior to choosing an answer and assessing the 
probability of its being correct. The experiment suggested that 
the confidence depends on the amount and strength of the 
evidence supporting the answer chosen. Klayman et al. 
(1999) found that confidence people have in their judgments 
exceeds their accuracy and that overconfidence increases 
with the difficulty of the task. Alternatively stated, there are 
systematic differences between confidence and accuracy, 
which also consists of an overall bias toward overconfidence. 
Motivational factors also contribute to explain 
overconfidence. such as the correlation between wishful 



thinking and self-defined level of fanhood (Babad, 1987). 
Kunda (1990) argued that people’s confidence is reduced 
when they are asked to provide reasons contradicting their 
responses in particular questions. Conducted a series of 6 
studies consisting of 631 adults to elucidate the "illusion of 
control" phenomenon, Langer (1975) defines that expectancy 
of a personal success probability inappropriately higher than 
the objective probability would warrant. Tindale (1989) 
showed that the amount of feedback people expected to 
receive affected the level of confident they had about their 
decisions. In detail, people who expected no feedback showed 
the most confidence in their decisions, on the contrary, those 
who expected feedback on their chosen alternative expressed 
an intermediate amount of confidence, and those who 
expected feedback on foregone alternatives exposed to the 
least confidence. Overconfidence is also measure by on 
tendency to choose harder-than-normal questions 
(Gigerenzer et al., 1991; Juslin, 1993, 1994). 

In financial decision making, overconfidence has been 
well-studied analytically (Barber and Odean, 1999; Benos, 
1998, Caballe and Sakovics, 2003), experimentally (Adams 
at al., 1995; Benos and Tzafestas, 1997; Camerer and 
Lovallo, 1999) and with field data (Baber and Odean, 2000). 
The argument that overconfidence results in aggressive 
trading activities is shared by several researchers (e.g., De 
Long, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann, 1991; Kyle and 
Wang, 1997, Benos, 1998; Odean, 1998; Wang 1998, 2001; 
Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam, 2001; Scheinkman 
and Xiong, 2003). Consequently, this aggressiveness 
typically translates into poor return investments (Barber and 
Odean, 2000). Belsky and Gilovich (1999) refer to this bias 
as the ego trap. 

Overconfidence is common in different professional 
fields, including clinical psychology (Oskamp, 1965), 
engineering (Kidd, 1970), investment banking (Stael von 
Holstein, 1972), medicine (Christensen and Bushyhead, 1981; 
Baumann, Deber, and Thompson, 1991), law (Wagenaar and 
Keren, 1986), entrepreneurship (Cooper, Woo, and 
Dunkelberg, 1988), negotiation (Neale and Bazerman, 1990) 
and management (Russo and Schoemaker, 1992). In other 
studies, the relationship between demographic factors and 
overconfidence has been examined. In this area, 
psychologists found that men tend to be more overconfident 
than women, which also aligns with findings by Lundeberg, 
Fox and Punccohar (1994), and Barber and Odean (2001). 

A. Volatility of Cryptocurrency Prices and its Relationship 
to Dot-Com Bubbles  
Given the substantial fluctuations observed in BTC, there 

has been a resurgence in the relevant discussions about 
bubbles. Orbryan (2018) contextualises the crypto-market 
phenomenon by referencing its current behaviours against the 
past speculative bubble. He argues the 2017 event mirrors the 
Internet bubble (i.e., the Dot-Com bubble) when tech-giants 
such as Amazon and eBay emerged. At that time, various 
Internet companies were launched, and investors assumed 
that a company that operated online was going to be worth 
millions. They were willing to pour an influx amount of 
money into Internet start-ups in the hope of those companies 
would one day become profitable. Notably, many investors 
and venture capitalists abandoned a cautious approach for 

fear of not being able to cash in on the growing use of the 
internet during the 1990s. On the whole, people bought into 
fads or get-rich- quick schemes, society’s expectations of 
what the Internet could offer were unrealistic, and tech-firms’ 
product prices paradoxically experienced an upsurgence. By 
and large, these investors were inspired by companies such as 
Amazon and eBay as they grew and became multi-million-
dollar businesses. In other words, Internet-based stock prices 
essentially deviated from their underlying foundation, namely 
overconfidence increased, there was a lack in caution, and 
individuals panicked about “not being part” of the investment 
occurring at the time. The crashes followed, and Pets.com, 
GeoCities and Gov.works became synonymous with the Dot-
Com bust's most famous flop. 

In comparison with crypto-market, bubble warnings 
potentially exist as it seems the Dot-Com bubble and the 
2017–2018 fluctuation in the crypto-market have exposed a 
similar psychological market cycle. Amazon and BTC, 
respectively, are two leaders of NASDAQ Composite Index 
in the late 1990s and current crypto-market, share a similar 
story. During the Dot-Com bubble, Amazon’s stock price 
plunged from its all-time high of around USD$107 per share, 
to lows of under USD$6 after the crash, a massive loss of over 
-90 percent. It took Amazon nearly 14 years to reach highs it 
once set during the bubble. In comparison, BTC recorded a 
loss of -80 percent from its all-time high of remarkably 
USD$19,000 in the late 2017, currently priced at nearly 
USD$5,300 per share. Hence, imagining the movement of 
price in BTC against the Amazon crash reveals price patterns 
that suggest there is much about the crypto- market pointing 
to a bubble occurring in recent years (Figure 1). In fairness, 
as these are tech-base businesses, if there exists a strong 
correlation between BTC and Amazon or eBay in terms of the 
Dot- Com bubble, then would the never-ending tokens of ICO 
projects face a similar fate to Pets.com, GeoCities and 
Gov.works? The bubbles ended eventually, and there is no 
suggestion of a recurrence of this phenomenon in today’s 
financial markets. 

 
Fig. 1 Degree of familiarity between NASDAQ index and BTC 
performance 

 



B. Identified Gap in the Literature  
Traditional economists have failed to understand how the 

economy works (Posner, 2009). Over the past five decades, 
the efficient-market hypothesis and rationality fail to explain 
volatility between stock prices and their fundamental values, 
as well as excessive trading volume (Lavoie, 2010). 
Consequently, behavioural economists going back to at least 
Keynes (1936) explain how psychology drives sentiments to 
create the gap between stock prices and their fundamental 
value. Several biases namely, overconfidence, optimism, 
conservatism, anchoring, and availability biases or belief 
perseverance, which provide the basis for interpretation of 
financial decisions (Baker and Wurgler, 2004). Among these 
biases, insights into overconfidence matter most in terms of 
gaining a better understanding of decision-making processes 
in finance (Daniel and Tversky, 2007). Previous scholars 
have well researched and documented the effect of 
behavioural biases in general and overconfidence bias in 
particularly, largely cover in stock market. To date, the study 
of behavioural impacts on crypto-market is lacking. The 
crypto-market has currently evolved at unprecedented speed 
over the course of its short lifespan. Given the current 
proliferation of crypto-market as well as its evolutionary 
dynamics, it is essential to conduct in-depth reviews of the 
current CCs’ studies.  

There is a comprehensive set of theoretical considerations 
regarding overconfidence bias based on the relationship 
between trading volume, return, lagged return and market 
volatility. However, the majority of interest rests on 
traditional markets such as stock markets. Empirical research 
still lacks studies that test CCs. The current crypto-market is 
experiencing an aggressiveness in trading activity and 
gaining greater understanding around this phenomenon is 
essential. If the crypto-market yields the familiar relationship 
between past returns and current trading volume, there are 
two significant contributions further studies can make: 1) the 
acknowledgement of overconfidence bias among crypto-
individuals, and 2) the price forecast framework for crypto-
market. 

III. DATA DESCRIPTION  
To recall, the collected data attempts to examine the inter-

relationship between the turnover and return of a crypto-
market index and the three largest market capitalisation coins, 
BTC, ETH, and XRP, on a daily basis, from the 2nd of March, 
2016, to the 30th of April, 2019. This is equivalent to 1,150 
observations. The data were downloaded from 
Coinmarketcap.com and coinmetrics.io as daily prices (in 
USD), 24-hour exchanged volume (in USD), and daily 
market capitalisation (in USD). The trading activity is 
measure along with the turnover for each coin. 

The crypto-market is currently composed of 2,180 
cryptocurrencies at the time writing. Due to the limitation of 
fully obtained crypto-market data, we sample ten largest 
market capitalization CCs to proxy the entire market. These 
sampled digital coins accounts for approximately 83.7 
percent on average of total crypto-market capitalisation at the 
time of testing, namely BTC, ETH, XRP, LTC, BCH, EOS, 
XLM, USDT, ADA and DASH. 

The rationale to the length of the formation period is that 
it allows to fully visualize the growth in the overall 
cryptocurrency by capturing how the top ten cryptocurrencies 
by market capitalisation have started to change significantly 
over the last three years. The market rallied in 2016 after the 
steep crash in 2015. At the time, there were only two CCs 
valued above USD$100 million, BTC and ETH. At the 
beginning of 2017, the crypto-market recorded seven coins 
above the USD$100 million mark. Remarkably, in the late 
2017, the market observed all top ten of the largest 
cryptocurrencies joint into the billion-dollar market cap 
valuation. Moreover, the paper individually tests 
overconfidence bias on BTC, ETH and XRP, whose available 
trading data could be obtained fully within the tested time. 
The daily return and daily turnover are calculated as follows: 

 (1) 

 (2) 

In time-series analysis, the use of logarithmic data reduces 
the gaps caused by absolute values and variability in the data, 
especially in datasets that contain outlying observations 
(Feng et al., 2014). Moreover, Wang (1994) and Lo and Wang 
(2000) provide a justification for their preference towards 
turnover rather than the use of other volume metrics. The 
market return and turnover are calculated as weighted-returns 
of the index compositions and are expressed as follows: 

 
 

(3) 

 

(4) 

Table 1 presents a statistical summary of the 1,150 
observations of the returns and turnovers of BTC (BTCret, 
BTCturn1), XRP (XRPret, XRPturn), ETH (ETHret, 
ETHturn1), and the crypto-market (MRKret). Empirically, 
the market-wide model successfully provides solid support 
for the existence of overconfidence effects through 
examination of the lead-lag relationship between security 
turnover and market return. In a study by Shefrin and Statman 
(1985), the term ‘disposition effect’ was introduced, which 
suggests a direct comparison between individual return and 
market return influences on security turnover. In short, the 
disposition effect represents a desire to realise gains by selling 
stocks when their prices have appreciated and, therefore, to 
delay the realisation of loss. The effects are also explained in 
terms of the behavioural bias of individual investors towards 



individual security and, in particular, an investor’s attitude 
towards the individual stock they currently hold, results in 
holding losers too long. Meanwhile, the term ‘overconfidence 
is believed to be closely related to market fluctuation as a 
whole. 

In other words, if investors overconfident about the ability 
to generate higher returns by actively trading, they are likely 
to maintain this belief to the stock market in general. In a 
nutshell, market return serves as a more precise proxy for 
overconfidence level. Due to the subjectivity inherent in 
distinguishing them, we interpret the relevant aspects of our 
findings as confirmation of the overconfidence bias and the 
disposition-effect hypothesis separately. 

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics 
Panel A: MRKret MRKturn BTCret BTCturn1 
Mean 4.035 0.511 0.295 3.900 
St Dev. 12.585 17.580 3.987 3.718 
Skewness 27.322 3.151 0.337 2.066 
Kurtosis 854.494 34.558 8.233 8.499 
     
Panel B: ETHret ETHturn1 XRPret XRPturn 
Mean 0.121 6.757 0.137 2.427 
St Dev. 2.655 9.114 3.339 2.968 
Skewness 0.096 2.484 3.017 3.798 
Kurtosis 6.575 9.344 40.382 27.221 

IV. METHODOLOGY  
The current study employed the vector autoregression 

(VAR) model to test the overconfidence hypothesis presented 
by Gervais and Odean (2001) in their study on cryptocurrency 
indexes, as well as the disposition effect hypothesis presented 
by Shefrin and Statman (1985) as it pertains to BTC, ETH 
and XRP. Please note that due to the length of the paper, 
please refer to Sims (1980) and Gervais and Odean (2001) for 
full VAR model description. 

The VAR model is considered especially useful in 
illustrating dynamic economic behaviours and financial time 
series, as well as macro-economic forecasting. In part, its 
popularity stems from its flexibilty, simplicity, ability to fit 
the data, and, undoubtedly, from its success as a forecasting 
model (Karlsson, 2013). Technically speaking, VAR is built 
to explore the lead-lag relationships among variables. 
Moreover, the VAR model is capable of performing an 
extensive set of equations simultaneously without specifying 
which variables are exogenous and which endogenous. 

Use of the VAR model became widespread after the 
publication of Sims’ (1980) influential paper. After Sims, Dert 
(1998) employed this model to yield pension-plan scenarios. 
He created future inflation in prices, wage inflation, stock 
returns, cash returns and real estate returns, all of which are 
consistent with historical patterns in terms of means, standard 
deviations, autocorrelations and cross correlations between 
selected variables. Carino (1994) performed VAR in 
generating scenarios for the Yasuda Kasai model. VAR 
methodology is also used to predict the returns of stocks, 
bonds or indexes. For example, Brennan, Schwartz and 
Lagnado (1997) used the Treasury-bill rate, Treasury-bond 
rate and dividend yield as independent variables in their 
model. Brandt (1999) used lagged excess return on NYSE 
over Treasury-bill rate in addition to dividend yield, default 
spread and term spread. 

Statman, Thorley and Vorkink (2006) used VAR and 
associated Impulse Response Function to perform 
multivariate time-series analysis on investigating the lead-lag 
relationship between market turnover and market returns for 
monthly observations on all NYSE/AMEX common stock. 
One of their findings is to confirm the formal theories of 
investor confidence. According to Statman, Thorley and 
Vorkink (2006), if there is a positive lead-lag relationship 
between turnover and past returns of the market, the inference 
on overconfidence bias will be drawn. The rationale is that 
past returns act as a proxy for overconfidence, as people’s 
levels of overconfidence change according to the previous 
outcomes they have experienced. 

Based on Statman, Thorley and Vorkink’s (2006) study, 
we predicted a statistically significant lead-lag relationship 
between the turnovers and returns of the whole market would 
provide confirmation of the overconfidence bias, and that the 
three largest market cap coins (i.e., BTC, ETH, and XRP) 
would confirm the presence of disposition effects. 

V. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  
The VAR model is an ad hoc dynamic multivariate model, 

treating simultaneous sets of variables equally, in which, each 
endogenous variable is regressed on its own lags and the lags 
of all other variables in a finite-order system (Sims, 1980). By 
employing VAR model, many previous studies have provided 
strong evidence in support of significant time-series 
relationships, either in terms of individual stocks or the 
market, between past return and subsequent trading volume. 
If overconfidence plays an explanatory role in trading 
volume, we should find positive and significant coefficients 
in the regression analysis of market turnover and its lagged 
returns. More specifically, high past (lagged) returns cause 
investors to become more confident in trading and, therefore, 
they tend to trade more aggressively in a subsequent period 
and, vice versa, investors may trade less after the experience 
of negative market returns. On the other hand, previous 
studies on individual stocks have found negligible support for 
a time-series relationship between past trading volume and 
returns over different time horizons. For example, Statman 
(2006) concluded that there was no significant association 
between lagged turnover and monthly returns over a 40-year 
sample. Using the daily data of 29 DAX companies, Gurgul 
(2007) provided support for the minimal impact of trading 
volume on current stock returns. The findings from these 
authors align with the efficient-market hypothesis, in which 
the short-term forecasts on current returns as well as future 
returns are unable to be improved by observing the trading 
volume data, and vice versa. On the other hand, Brauneis 
(2007) finds that high-volume trading tends to yield positive 
stock returns when applying the VAR model and Granger-
casualty analysis on the daily time- series data of individuals’ 
DAX companies with alterations to subjectivity. He also 
interprets this as confirmation of a high-volume premium 
existence. 

Table 2 summarises the results of the full-sample bivariate 
VAR on market turnover (MRKturn) and market return 
(MRKret). The table is organised into columns for lagged 
variables and rows for dependent variables. The estimated 
coefficient values, as well as the p-values are also reported. 
Consistent with the study by Statman, Thorley and Vorkink 



(2006), we refer to coefficients with a p-value of 0.1 or less 
as significant and of 0.01 or less as highly significant. 
Significant levels (in parentheses) are rounded to three digits. 

TABLE 2 Market VAR estimations 
 MRKret MRKturn 

Lagged Coeff. Prob. Coeff. Prob. 
MRKturn(-1) 0.137* 0.000 -0.016 0.707 
MRKturn(-2) 0.080* 0.007 0.027 0.535 
MRKturn(-3) 0.085* 0.004 -0.045 0.304 
MRKturn(-4) 0.083* 0.005 0.016 0.719 
MRKturn(-5) 0.050** 0.095 -0.012 0.790 
MRKturn(-6) 0.123* 0.000 0.014 0.757 
MRKturn(-7) 0.088* 0.003 0.020 0.653 
MRKret(-1) 0.017 0.394 0.140* 0.000 
MRKret(-2) 0.009 0.661 -0.109* 0.000 
MRKret(-3) 0.009 0.676 0.045 0.138 
MRKret(-4) -0.006 0.752 -0.080* 0.008 
MRKret(-5) 0.032 0.113 0.011 0.709 
MRKret(-6) 0.038** 0.061 0.106* 0.000 
MRKret(-7) -0.017 0.404 -0.021 0.484 

* significant at 1 percent confident level 
** significant at 10 percent confident level 

Table 2 illustrates that market turnovers are autocorrelated 
with highly significant coefficients for all lags. With 
reference to the conclusion presented by Amihud-Mendelson, 
turnovers measure investors’ trading frequencies. The 
consistently positive and significant estimated lagged 
turnover coefficients produced in this study, therefore, 
represent the increasing function of market participants’ 
trading frequencies during the test period. These results link 
the positive dependence of market turnovers to almost all 
their lagged returns and illustrate the material impacts on the 
sixth lag, as market participants take the initiative to trade 
based on the market returns of the previous six days. This 
relationship represents our first finding and confirms the 
presence of overconfidence in the market.  

A. Discussion of the Results 
The study attempted to examine the existence of 

overconfidence bias in crypto-market by hypothesizing the 
explanatory power of past market returns to the current 
turnover ratio of crypto-market in general and of three CCs 
namely BTC, ETH and XRP in particular. Our initial 
estimations stemmed from the high degree of familiarity 
between the recent volatility in the crypto-market, as well as 
the presence of historical asset bubbles, as these bubbles are 
mainly driven by overconfidence. After the surge in 
popularity of cryptocurrencies in 2017, people invested vast 
amounts into this market people. The seemingly erratic 
pouring of billions of dollars into the market has raised 
financial concerns, as such a phenomenon mirrors that of the 
Dot-Com bubble in the 1980s. Indeed, the appetite of 
investors for shares of tech-based firms is insatiable, as many 
are overconfident in terms of the future prospects of these 
firms. 

Although our analysis was initially motivated by 
overconfidence theory, the findings of this study related to the 
dependence of trading activities on past market returns. 
Nonetheless, overconfidence is believed to be an important 
occurrence both theorists and empirical researchers in this 
field should acknowledge. We employed a vector 
autoregression model, Granger-causality tests and the 
associated impulse response function to test the 

overconfidence hypothesis on the cryptocurrency indexes 
used in this study and to test the disposition effect on the three 
largest market capitalisation coins (i.e., BTC, ETH and XRP). 
The study also attempted to disentangle overconfidence and 
the disposition effect by examining the interpretative ability 
of market returns and individual coin returns to turnover as 
confirmation of overconfidence and the disposition effect, 
respectively. 

Interestingly, despite notions of the importance of 
overconfidence-based tests in providing a solid explanation in 
terms of stock market trading volume and volatility, our 
analysis of crypto-market activity during the tremendous 
volatility it experienced in 2018 suggests it played a 
statistically significant role, but had only minimal economic 
impacts. This study generated following key findings. Based 
on VAR tests on the crypto-market, overconfidence bias was 
found to be present, as current turnover was positively 
dependent on almost all its lagged returns, with significant 
impact found on lag six. However, the relationship was not 
found to be economically significant, as an increase in one 
standard deviation of the sixth-lagged return resulted in a 
slight 0.038 percent increase in current trading turnover. 
Additionally, we observed that BTC returns varied at a 
consistent rate compared to the returns of the crypto-market. 
A possible explanation for this is BTC simply acts as a proxy 
for the entire market. 

Overconfidence bias was also found to be present in 
individuals involved with BTC and XRP, but at different lags. 
Moreover, the model illustrated that the impact of market 
return for XRP turnover was larger than that of BTC turnover, 
wherein we found higher coefficients and more explanatory 
lags in the regression of XRP turnover and lagged-market 
returns. In terms of XRP, all regressed variables, except for 
its own return and associated market return, are inter-related. 
Besides, it is worth noticing that BTC is a digital currency 
intended as a mean of payment, while XRP is a more about a 
payment settling, a currency exchange and a remittance 
system intended for banks and payment networks (Marr, 
2018). In 55 other words, as compared to BTC, XRP is more 
than a pure cryptocurrency, it is more of a protocol (Marr, 
2018). Briefly describe, XRP protocol is specifically 
designed to utilize blockchain technology which enable to 
transfer money anywhere around world instantaneously and 
inexpensively. Over the course of the brief failure in the 
market, XRP proved itself to be the most battle-tested crypto-
asset. Indeed, the recent warm response from the market 
towards this cryptocurrency is due to its stability, where 
major central banks and financial institutions are lining up to 
adopt the payment technology underpinning XRP. There are 
now over 100 exchanges worldwide that list XRP 
(ripple.com, 2019). 

In term of ETH, our second finding was the presence of 
disposition effects in ETH investments. Alternatively stated, 
observation of past returns for ETH helped to explain its 
associated current trading activity. Notably, we remarked that 
ETH returns are statistically unexplainable in terms of all 
variables tested. Therefore, we argue the price of ETH is not 
significantly driven by fundamental mechanisms. For 
example, ETH is required when an individual participates in 
ICOs, which implies that demand is supported by a favourable 



ICO climate. Indeed, as compared to BTC, ETH is more than 
a pure CC. That is, ETH is an advancement based on the 
blockchain principle that supports BTC but with a purpose 
that does not compete with Bitcoin (Hayes, 2018). ETH, 
instead, serves as a platform for smart contracts that makes 
ICO easier to do. ICO, therefore, are an economy built on top 
of ETH. ICO projects, in brief, is a new method for companies 
to create their own digital currency (Robert, 2017) as they will 
create a certain number of digital tokens that can then be sold 
to the public, serve as a medium of change for other CCs on 
a peer-to-peer platform. 

Touted by Willet back in 2012, ICO was not a part of the 
daily crypto-lexicon until ETH-based projects began to 
emerge in the market in September 2014, where they garnered 
a whopping USD$19 million – the largest ICO ever completed 
at that time. This success for ICOs stirred a frenzy of new ICO 
instruction during this period. Unfortunately, many ICOs 
failed to live up to the market hype until late 2016, when the 
Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO), one of the 
most remarkable and most successful concepts implemented 
via blockchain technology, first created a smart contract on 
the ETH blockchain with a value of USD$168 million. Since 
the late 2016, the size of individual ICO projects has gradually 
increased. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

Given the substantial empirical and theoretical support for 
the predictability of past market returns towards current 
turnover stock as confirmation of overconfidence bias in the 
stock market, this study attempted to understand such bias as 
it pertained to the crypto-market. In a nutshell, our findings 
expect to contribute insights regarding crypto-market which 
we believe that such insights will be valuable to those who 
are currently involved in the market, or to those who are 
looking to get involved. First of all, it should be emphasized 
that findings about the dependence of trading activity and past 
returns are important empirical fact that should be 
acknowledged by both theorists and empirical researchers, 
regardless of one’s interpretations. Secondly, understanding 
the impacts of overconfidence is vitally important. Previous 
studies proved that overconfidence was a major cause in a 
number of historical disasters and asset bubbles. In 
investment decision making, overconfidence bias forms a 
vicious cycle in which investors buy when they are confident, 
sell when they get scared, miss the recovery opportunities and 
re-enter in when the markets bounce back. Regarding to 
crypto-market, statistically speaking, historical figures 
confirm the comparison between the price momentum in the 
crypto-market and in BTC in particular, to the Dot-Com 
bubble, as well as the presence of overconfidence among 
crypto-participants. Such findings are expected to yield 
forecasting capacity in terms of upcoming movement in the 
crypto-market. Practically speaking, we observed that CCs, 
particularly BTC, ETH and XRP, are different in 
fundamentals and investment intentions, which makes joint 
interpretation of these three cryptocurrencies deficient. 

On the basis of this foundation and in combination with 
historical data, we expect to generate general ideas in relation 
to future analysis on market performance. That is, rather than 
attempting to understand the performance of the crypto-

market in its entirety in a more traditional sense, the 
integration level of these digital coins should be the principal 
concern. Undoubtedly, CCs are still investable assets and 
actively trading, meaning their prices are partially driven by 
the daily supply-demand equilibrium. Trading intentions and 
motivations, however, serve as main research concerns. We 
initially expected to find a significantly robust conclusion for 
these concerns upon accessibility of the data related to investor 
types (i.e., institutional or individual). However, crypto data 
has only recently been established and it is a relatively 
intensive exercise to obtain in full. This placed a limitation on 
our interpretations. 
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